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A What is Cognitive Radio?

A.1 The Cognitive Cycle

ISP is signal processing that makes use of both past and present measurements in 
order to adapt and produce a desired reaction for a particular set of measurements. 
Its purpose is to use observations to improve some element of performance, so that 
a certain response is determined for a particular set of inputs. Very little, if anything 
at all, is assumed about the statistical characteristics of the observations. Feedback 
on the efficacy of performance is used to adapt and learn so that future 
performance is improved, ultimately resulting in optimisation (Figure 1).

INTELLIGENT
SIGNAL

PROCESSING
OBSERVATION PERFORMANCE

Figure 1: Fundamental ISP Flowchart

For a cognitive radio this means measuring the physical radio environment (RF 
stimuli), analysing these measurements, estimating predicting and learning from 
these and previous measurements and analysis (experience), implementing change 
as appropriate (adapting) and monitoring the results by looking once more at the 
physical radio environment (thus providing feedback). This basic cognitive cycle is 
shown in Figure 2. Those elements of the cycle in circles depend on the flexibility of 
the RF platform (hardware/software) of the device, while those elements of the 
cycle in rectangles depend on the level of ISP (intelligence) of the device.

In other words, flexibility determines how well the environment can be monitored 
and how well changes can be implemented. Intelligence determines what those 
changes might be, when they might occur, based on what the performance target 
is.
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Figure 2: Basic Cycle of a Cognitive Radio

To make the cognitive radio cycle more representative of a practical CR device, one 
must add to it three more components: access to and from a spectrum database to 
implement spectrum control techniques (see Section 5), input from the user and a 
behavioural policy to ensure compliance with regulations. Figure 3 shows the 
cognitive cycle with these additional components.
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Figure 3: A more Practical Representation of CR
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A.2 Elements of a Cognitive Radio

When considering the regulatory aspects of CR it is often easier to simplify this 
representation to just three principle elements: 

• a Software Radio module which transmits (and receives) the wireless 
payload. The RF hardware within this module must be agile in order to 
utilise available spectrum. The inputs to this module are the user data 
together with the required QoS. The module identifies suitable 
waveforms and passes this list of options on to the next module;

• a Spectrum Monitoring and Options module which identifies suitable 
spectrum holes based on spectrum monitoring information. The output 
is a list of options, each one specifying a set of transmission parameters 
such as frequency, transmit power and waveform;

• a Policy Box module which evaluates the options, compares them with 
information on spectrum regulations, such as which spectrum is 
available for secondary or LE usage and the relevant spectrum mask, 
and decides which is the most appropriate set of transmission 
parameters to use. 

These elements of a cognitive radio were established in [1] and are depicted 
graphically in Figure 4. The cognitive radio cycle maps onto these elements with the 
spectrum database and RF analysis components constituting the spectrum 
monitoring module, the behavioural policy constituting the policy box module, and 
the remaining parts constituting the software radio module. 

Whilst the physical components of a CR are not yet known and are likely to vary 
between device types, there is a good deal of agreement in the literature about the 
virtual components of a CR, although the terminology varies somewhat. Note that 
parts of the associated hardware, software and data might reside in a network 
rather than in the radio itself (i.e. as cognitive stacks).

Figure 4. Principle Elements of a CR
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The DARPA XG programme uses a structure which is consistent with that in Figure 
4. However in the XG Radio the Policy Box is effectively subdivided into a Spectrum 
Strategy Reasoner (SSR) and Policy Reasoner (PR). The SSR makes a choice on 
the transmission parameter set and passes this on to the PR together with its 
reasons for this choice. The PR assesses this set for compatibility with regulations 
and accepts or rejects it. If the SSR choice is rejected then the SSR provides the 
PR with a revised set which the PR again checks. Once the PR has accepted a set 
then this decision is passed back to the Software Radio module to use for 
transmission.

It is the DARPA XG programme in particular that has promoted the decoupling of 
radio hardware and software from policies. DARPA are attempting to facilitate 
standardisation of the interfaces between modules as this will assist the 
development of CR. DARPA refer also to a Policy Database (PDB) within the PR 
which contains the relevant regulations in electronic form and which can be updated 
over the air. This enables CRs to respond to changes in regulations, either in time 
or when crossing borders into regions with different regulations. 

It is recommended that the XG policy language being developed by DARPA should 
be reviewed for applicability for UK and European regulators. 

The three modules in Figure 4 are used in Section 6 when considering the 
regulatory aspects of CR. A more detailed description of these modules apropos 
regulation follows.

A.2.1 Radio Module

The radio module is a software radio. Its characteristics are well described in the 
two SDR SES reports [1], [2] and will not be repeated here. As discussed in part 6.2 
the principle SDR regulatory issues concern certification of equipment, i.e. the wide 
range of operating parameters which need to be tested and the unclear 
responsibility for compliance if the SDR is reconfigured using third party software.

The radio module can cause harmful interference to the primary user if, for 
example, it takes too long to switch off or change channels when the primary user 
returns to the spectrum. In Spectrum Leasing CR mode the licensee and lessee 
would agree the terms of the lease and any interference caused to the licensee 
would be resolved between the parties without involvement from the regulator. In 
Secondary Licensed CR mode the licence conditions would specify reaction times 
and other parameters for sharing, whereas in LE CR mode sharing parameters 
would be defined in one or more Interface Requirements. In Secondary Licensed 
CR mode or LE CR mode a breach of conditions would be a matter for the 
regulator.

The radio module must clearly reside within the radio transmitting device.

A.2.2 Spectrum Monitoring Module 

The spectrum monitoring module uses information from:

• Spectrum monitoring by the CR device itself or by peer CRs, or using 
data from fixed spectrum monitoring stations, or by monitoring beacons 
transmitted by receivers;

• A database or register of known transmitting and receiving stations.
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The objective of the spectrum monitoring module is to identify spectrum holes which 
could be used by the CR to transmit. The techniques for identifying suitable 
spectrum are covered in Section 5. This Appendix identifies the parameters needed 
in the spectrum database and concludes that the task of identifying holes is likely to 
work best if both monitoring and database data are available. 

Note that the spectrum monitoring module does not necessarily reside in the 
transmitting device itself. In one of the scenarios considered in Section 5 spectrum 
monitoring is carried out at a central hub and not at remote CRs, although this 
would only give a partial view of the spectrum environment. 

The principle regulatory issue concerns the regulator’s responsibility to provide the 
spectrum-related information they hold, which consists of spectrum monitoring data 
and their spectrum register.

Spectrum monitoring information is collected by Ofcom e.g. at Baldock Radio 
Monitoring Station but detailed data is not published, although some statistical data 
is available. The statistical data could not be used in real time to aid identification of 
temporary spectrum holes, although the data might assist a CR system to “learn” 
where and when holes are likely to occur in the future, particularly if data from a 
large number of stations were available. Spectrum usage data has traditionally 
been seen as confidential to Ofcom and the licensee, since it might be 
commercially sensitive. However the availability of monitoring data would help CRs 
identify spectrum holes, so we recommend that Ofcom publish as much of the 
monitoring information it collects as possible, although we do not believe that 
Ofcom should maintain a network of monitoring stations specifically to assist 
operational CR systems. This may be easier to implement for new spectrum awards 
where it could be made clear to auction participants that Ofcom reserved the right 
to monitor and publish spectrum usage in that band, either in real time or as 
statistical summaries. The minimum set of useful data would be a statistical 
summary of spectrum utilisation vs. frequency band at each monitoring location.

One of the challenges in using real time data from monitoring stations is the volume 
of data and the overhead in communicating this information wirelessly. It is likely 
therefore that such data will not be transmitted to mobile CRs but used instead by 
fixed CRs with a wired infrastructure connection to the source of the data. 
Alternatively a mobile device could request real time data for a limited number of 
specific frequencies rather than a wide frequency band.

Ofcom holds a large database of licences but this has not been published 
previously. In 2004 Ofcom published proposals to implement a Wireless Telegraphy 
(WT) Register [84], however information available so far is limited. As part of its 
program of rolling out spectrum trading Ofcom proposes to extend publication of 
this information to the newly tradable licence classes. However the WT Register is 
not as detailed as the spectrum database proposed in Section 5 since it does not 
contain information on transmitting locations, except for local licences. Additionally 
it contains no information on receiving station locations such as domestic TV 
antennas (this is only possible for fixed receivers). We recommend therefore that 
Ofcom facilitates the capture and publication of more detailed information in the 
proposed spectrum database format. Ofcom already provides information on 
cellular base station locations through its Sitefinder web site [85]. The incentive for 
licensees to provide this information would be that it minimises the risk of CRs 
interfering with the licensee’s systems, and could enable leasing of the licensee’s 
spectrum to CR users.

As well as spectrum availability information, spectrum prices should play an 
important part in determining which channel the CR should use. Indeed for market-
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based regulation to succeed it is important that prices are utilised as they will help 
drive greater spectrum efficiency. The appropriate module for consideration of 
prices has not been identified in the XG work or in previous SES research. We 
believe prices should be available in the spectrum monitoring module. This could be 
done by adding an extra item to the spectrum database parameter list proposed in 
Section 5. Licence prices could be provided by band managers or by spectrum 
brokers. Robinson et al [86] have proposed a method of dynamically trading 
spectrum as part of a separate SES project on Spectrum Aggregation. 

The Spectrum monitoring module may cause interference if it has incomplete 
information on spectrum usage, due to the hidden terminal problem, poor receive 
sensitivity, incomplete database, etc. The minimum Spectrum monitoring module 
performance (such as detection threshold and database age) will therefore have to 
be very carefully specified by the regulator if secondary licensed or LE usage is to 
be permitted.  This follows the XG model whereby the SSR makes a request to use 
a particular frequency waveform combination but it is up to the PR to accept or 
reject this on the basis of interference to others.

A.2.3 Policy Module

The policy module requires information on the local spectrum regulations in order to 
decide which channel, power, etc. the CR may use. This information would include 
the Frequency Allocation Table (FAT) specifying usage constraints, as well as the 
spectrum mask for each band. It is likely that the policy module would also contain 
information on which polite protocols (if any) were used by legacy users, so that CR 
devices could choose a protocol to minimise the impact on them. A proposed list of 
information required and its (machine-readable) format is currently being defined as 
part of the XG programme. This information is not confidential, as it does not 
contain details of individual licences, so should be readily available from the local 
regulator, who would also be responsible for updating it as required.

The policy module would not necessarily be located within the CR device. For 
example if the CR is part of a centralised network then the policy module would 
probably be located within the network hub, although copies of the Policy Database 
could be downloaded to CR devices if required.

In the XG Radio, the policy module is effectively divided into the Spectrum Strategy 
Reasoner (SSR) which proposes a particular set of transmission parameters (given 
a number of sets supplied by the spectrum monitoring module), and the Policy 
Reasoner (PR) which approves or rejects this choice by comparison with its Policy 
Database. From a regulatory perspective it is the PR which is the important 
component since this checks for compliance with regulations. It is critical therefore 
that this component works correctly otherwise CRs could cause unacceptable 
interference. 

The first issue is that the regulator must ensure that they have an accurate up to 
date Policy Database (PDB). This is considerably more challenging than 
maintaining the UK Frequency Allocation Table (FAT) which is updated every year 
or so and is placed on the internet. The PDB will be read directly by machines 
without human sanity checks so accuracy is very important. On the other hand 
errors can be corrected relatively quickly, depending how often a CR system 
downloads updates to the PDB.

It is assumed above that the regulator would be responsible for maintaining the 
policy database, as well as developing the policies which are encapsulated in the 
PDB. An alternative approach would be to allow industry to implement and maintain 
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the PDB through market forces. The PDB contents would nevertheless need 
authorisation from Ofcom since errors could have serious consequences for 
licensees of legacy systems. The authors believe however that Ofcom should take 
the initiative to develop the PDB, in an internationally agreed format, to encourage 
the development of CR, and that the cost of development would be relatively small. 

Secondly data must be made available to CR users. The most convenient source is 
probably the internet, in which case the regulator must ensure that the data is not 
corrupted e.g. by malicious attacks on the network. The https: URL scheme may 
provide sufficient security for transfer of the PDB to CR users. Additionally the 
regulator may choose to restrict access to certain registered users and could log 
who downloads when. The XG Programme envisages that the PDB will be updated 
over the air. This would not cause a serious communications overhead since it is 
only changes which need to be downloaded.

Thirdly the regulator will therefore need to ensure that the PDB used by the CR is 
the one approved by the regulator and not a rogue version. This could be achieved 
using the kind of digital signatures proposed by the E2R programme [77] and the 
Evaluation of SDR SES programme [1].

Fourthly CR users must download the PDB data as frequently as required by the 
regulator. This could be controlled by mandating that a CR will not be able to 
transmit if its PDB is older than a certain threshold, e.g. 30 days.

Finally the regulator must ensure that a CR which roams into an area with a new 
regulatory regime does not transmit until it has installed the appropriate PDB. This 
could be achieved by including the definition of the geographic boundary of the 
regulatory region in the PDB if the CR is location-aware. The CR could then be 
forced to download a new PDB if it moved outside the region or if it was unable to 
get a position fix. If the CR is not location-aware then it would be more difficult to 
ensure it complies with new regulations as it roams.

A.3 Levels of RF Flexibility

RF flexibility is provided by SDR, itself a convergence of digital radio and computer 
software. Importantly, SDR will allow CR to be reconfigurable. SDR is itself a 
complicated and involved subject but for our purposes it has been divided into four 
broad categories, explained as follows:

SCR (software controlled radio) : A device of mostly hardware that is controlled by 
software. Flexibility is limited by the hardware, for 
example filter pass bands, antenna performance, local 
oscillators. The controlling software might be able to 
change certain RF parameters but only within the 
confines of the hardware.

SDR (software defined radio) : A device in which some RF processing conventionally 
performed by hardware is achieved in software, for 
example filtering, mixing, or in which extra hardware is 
added to provide multiple RF processing options. This 
allows greater flexibility than SCR because some of the 
limits imposed by hardware are reduced or eliminated. 
A-to-D/D-to-A conversions normally occur at an IF, with 
modulation and baseband processing completely in the 
software domain.

Full SR, limited : A device where all hardware is replaced with software, 
except the antenna. The antenna will have restrictions. 
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Other than that, the only limits are those imposed by the 
software. Examples of these limits might be the 
adaptation of only a few parameters, or the inability to 
update new software versions quickly, a lack of good 
algorithms or processing power, etc. These limits could 
vanish as technology advances.

Full SR, no limits : A device where all hardware is replaced with software 
except the antenna(s) which will be very flexible with 
little or no restriction. The antenna will be controlled by 
software. The software can perform all the functions 
required to make the device a fully cognitive Mitola radio
(assuming adequate ISP throughout all OSI layers), with 
no technological restrictions on what parameters can 
change. It will have the ability to get new software 
versions in real-time, using over-the-air updates. 

There are many examples of SCR in existence today, it is not particularly new and 
has been available commercially in various forms for many years. Reputed 
manufacturers of UK Private Business Radio (PBR) such as Motorola, Icom, 
Kenwood all have software programmable parameters including operating 
frequency, channel spacing, transmit power, encryption, and squelch control. 
Variation of these parameters is restricted by hardware, for example carrier 
frequency can only change within 136 -174 MHz for a VHF band PBR. 

SDR on the other hand is rare but growing fast, mostly existing as prototypes or 
development platforms in research institutes, universities and wireless laboratories. 
However there are one or two commercially available SDRs, such as Vanu 
Software Radio [6] which uses one common hardware platform to support many 
wireless services and standards in software. Vanu uses the same overall design 
architecture for all its SDRs, see Figure 5. Although it is waveform-generic on 
paper, any given implementation in the real world can only support a finite group of 
waveforms because of hardware limits. Thus, while there is flexibility this is still 
limited within certain ranges of frequency, bandwidth, and so on. RF specific 
analogue components are used for the “front end” antenna and mixing only; the 
remainder of the radio design involves analogue-to-digital or digital-to-analogue 
signal conversion, with additional frequency mixing in the digital domain. 

Until improvements in software radio are achieved, it is more likely that multiple 
groups of RF hardware will be used and switched between to provide some 
compromised flexibility; essentially placing two or more radios into one package. 
While this is more feasible in the near-term it is not very practical and the path to 
Mitola radio does not lie down this route.

ADC
DAC

DDC
DUC

MemoryProcessor

Interface

analoguedigital
mixing

antenna

Figure 5: Vanu SDR Architecture
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There are no examples of full SR in existence. This is because there are still 
significant technological barriers to creating a full SR. Some of the main shortfalls 
are concerned with ADCs, DACs, and antennas. For example ADCs do not yet 
have fast enough sampling rates to digitise signals beyond VHF, thus forcing 
analogue down-conversion to be implemented for higher frequency systems. But in 
time, as technology progresses, digitisation will occur closer and closer to the 
antenna connector and eventually all RF functions will be performed in software.

A.4 Levels of Intelligence

ISP in a radio exists to improve performance and CR performance boils down to 
just two objectives: highly reliable communication whenever and wherever needed 
(what the user wants) and efficient use of spectrum (what the radio community 
wants). The result will be a compromise between QoS and spectral requirements, 
but the real goal is to optimise at the same time. For the ISP axis the divisions are 
explained as follows: 

Logic: Automated loop which measures a single parameter, compares it 
with predetermined thresholds, and makes a change based on 
simple logic. Several automated loops might be in operation at a 
time, with some simple prioritising if logic outcomes conflict. 
Performance will be focused on what the user wants, or what the 
radio community wants, but probably not both.

Analysis: Analyses multiple parameters together, to give a more 
comprehensive picture of the environment and user. Uses 
powerful algorithms to make decisions. The device will 
compromise, rather than prioritise, when conflicts occur. 
Performance will be focused on the combined requirements of the 
user and the radio community, but will not necessarily be 
optimised.

Intuition: The device will use longer-term analysis to learn about its user 
and its environment. The resulting intuition will allow the device to 
predict what the user wants when, and to predict the environment 
in the future, on a second, minute, hourly, daily, weekly basis or 
even longer. This will allow continually optimised performance.

Logic systems are prolific in all areas of technology. Examples in radios include 
automatic gain control (AGC) in receivers, which use a received signal strength 
indication (RSSI) as the measured parameter and a variable gain amplifier in the 
receive chain. 

An example of a radio with analysis might be a follower jammer. A follower jammer 
measures the spectral activity over a wide band, ignoring noise spikes and 
stationary transmissions but seeking out hopping spikes. When it detects a hopping 
spike at a certain frequency it transmits high power at that same frequency in an 
attempt to jam it, and attempts to keep jamming it by following it in frequency and 
time. It might try to compare the spectral envelopes of spikes and record the 
frequency hopping sequence of its victim. It might also try to direction-find (DF) the 
source.

Unsurprisingly there are no real examples of a radio with intuitive characteristics at 
present. But a theoretical example would be a CR near to an airport, that senses 
the radar pulses every few seconds and soon learns that the gaps between the 
pulses could be exploited. This is an example of predicting the radio environment. 
On a longer timescale the CR might realise that once a week its user refuels the 
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car. When this time approaches the radio could offer a list of petrol stations in the 
user’s immediate area (based on some factor like cost, convenience, preferred 
supplier, traffic conditions, etc), use GPS to guide him there, and once there safely 
prohibit any radio transmissions whilst refuelling. This is an example of predicting 
user behaviour and requirements, as well as combining various wireless services to 
give an overall higher QoS. This latter example relies on ISP in more than just the 
physical layer.

A.5 Cognitive Stacks

Cognitive radio implies intelligence at the radio only; in other words ISP at the 
physical layer of a wireless system, where the physical layer refers to layer 1 of the 
Open System Interconnection (OSI) model. Considering this, one can immediately 
see the restrictive nature of the term ‘cognitive radio’. Why consider ISP just for 
wireless systems? Why stop at the physical layer? All seven layers of the OSI 
model, for all types of communication systems, are candidates for improvement 
through ISP. 

Perhaps one is only interested in the physical layer. But if ISP is not implemented at 
the other layers then a cognitive radio will be very restricted in what it can do. For 
example if as Mitola says a CR should get the right information to the user in an 
efficient manner, then ISP in the network layer is required (layer 3 where path 
routing and logical addressing are determined). How does a CR even know what its 
user’s needs are unless it has intelligence at the presentation and application 
layers?

Perhaps one is only interested in wireless systems. Again, if ISP is not implemented 
in other (wired) systems that the user requires connection to (e.g. internet, PSTN, 
LAN) then performance will be limited. It is always the weakest link in the chain that 
will restrict the remainder of the system. Incidentally, most wireless communication 
systems do at some point connect to a wired network.

To explain why we cannot ignore other OSI layers or wired systems, consider a 
sophisticated communications link in which a person in New York wishes to send 
images to an office desk in London (Figure 6). The person in New York has a 
mobile phone. The desk in London has a PC connected to the internet. 

Image data might travel from the mobile phone to a base station, then on to the 
internet (via a mobile switching centre, MSC). From here it could be routed to either 
a satellite ground station (SGS) in the United States and relayed to a SGS in the 
UK, or be routed to the UK via a transatlantic submarine cable (fibre optic). In either 
case, the data reaches the Public Service Telephone Network (PSTN) from which 
point it is routed to the internet and then the PC in London. 

Either of these two routes incur delays and have associated with them traffic which 
is a function of time of day, various modulation schemes, etc. This alone indicates 
that the means by which information is conveyed in this link is a candidate for 
optimisation through ISP. But perhaps the person in New York suddenly wants to 
talk to the person in London as well as send images: now the link requirements, 
namely latency and directionality, have changed. What was a good link in terms of 
QoS is no longer suitable. ISP in layers others than the physical layer could adapt 
to this change, without the need for any intelligence in the mobile phone.1

  
1 It is likely that ISP in the higher OSI layers will develop ahead of ISP in the physical layer. Intelligent data links, 
networks, sessions, etc. will adapt to accommodate the fixed ‘dumb’ radio before the cognitive radio adapts to the 
network.
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Now imagine the mobile phone is cognitive and the rest of the link is not. The 
mobile phone can choose between using a base station or a local cordless 
telephone for its wireless access. Let us also imagine that submarine cable is the 
only suitable route available. The mobile phone can send data to the submarine 
cable either via the base station, MSC, internet and PSTN, or via the cordless 
phone and PSTN. But what if the link is broken between the internet and PSTN, as 
shown? There is no intelligence at this point for rerouting another way, and the 
satellite relay is not suitable/available. The mobile phone must use the cordless 
phone route, it has no choice. It is forced to use a single frequency or limited set of 
frequencies. It may also be forced to use more bandwidth than it needs, because 
the rest of the link is not optimised for bandwidth efficiency. The mobile phone 
might exhibit highly developed ISP in the physical layer – be an advanced ‘cognitive 
radio’ – but without adaptability and optimising in the rest of the link its performance 
is limited.

This example shows that to optimise the communication exchange requires ISP in 
multiple, if not all, layers of the OSI model, in wired as well as wireless systems. 
Cognitive radio forms only a small part of the entire set of processes involved in the 
communication exchange. It does not even come into play at the London end of this 
particular example, where there is no wireless component. If the whole 
communication exchange is not optimised, then spectrum efficiency may not be 
optimised.

So for the purposes of this report cognitive radio will be defined as

ISP at the physical layer of a wireless system
but it carries a warning not to ignore ISP at other layers and in other systems. ISP 
in multiple OSI layers, including the physical layer, are referred to as cognitive 
(protocol) stacks in this document to distinguish it from CR. A fully cognitive Mitola 
radio will not be possible without cognitive stacks.
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Figure 6: Example of a Sophisticated Communications Link
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B Measurable & Changeable Parameters
As the RF flexibility and intelligence of a radio increase, the number of parameters 
in the physical layer which can the observed and/or changed also increases. Below 
is a brief and by no means exhaustive list of the kinds of parameters that might be 
measured by a CR, and also the parameters that it might decide to change to reach 
its objective. Many of these have been proposed in [7]. 

Measurable Parameters Adaptable Parameters

Bit-error-ratio (BER) Transmit power

Bit rate Bit rate

Sounding & link quality analysis Transmit / receive direction (space)

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) Transmit / receive polarisation

Received signal strength (RSS) Transmit / receive frequency

Signal-to-noise-plus-interference-ratio 
(SINR)

Timing (of various operations, e.g. duty 
cycle)

Fading characteristics of channel(s) Modulation & demodulation

Noise power / floor Waveforms

Noise plus interference power Receiver gain

Peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) Filtering

Error vector magnitude (EVM) Mixing

Time of day Channel coding (type and rate)

Location of CR Interleaving characteristics

Orientation / attitude of CR Channel selection

Location of other CRs Spectral occupancy

Interference temperature Policy on algorithm use

Spatial use of spectrum Policy on regulation

Temporal use of spectrum Antenna selection / configuration

Frequency use of spectrum Orthogonal coding (e.g. CDMA)

Polarisation of spectrum

Table 1: Parameters in the Physical Layer

Additional parameters situated in other OSI layers that might be closely related to 
CR are listed below.

Measurable Parameters Adaptable Parameters

Frame error rate (FER) Policy on user’s requirements

Packet delay , packet loss Service type

Network latency Path link routing

User’s current activities Packet size
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User’s circumstances & surroundings Cell assignment (in cellular networks)

User’s preferences Source coding (type and rate)

User’s habits Policy on algorithm use

User’s perception of QoS Policy on regulation

Battery life & available power sources Flow control

Charging information, cost Protocol handling

User requirements (BER, latency, data 
rate, payment, etc)

Data exchange

Overhead in bit rate Network (re)organisation

Information transfer rate Resource management

Network capacity usage Multimedia options

Bridge to isolated nodes

Table 2: Parameters in other OSI Layers

It is also worth noting the summary review of means of applying adaptive control to 
the operation of a radio system given in Recommendation ITU-R SM.1266 [54]. 
Although this recommendation specifically addresses MF and HF systems and 
networks, which was the prime concern at the time of writing the recommendation, 
much of the material is generally applicable.

Changes in data rate, coding complexity and the modulation method may be used 
cognitively by two-way communication systems, but generally would find application 
to combat propagation fading rather than to combat interference. There may 
however be applications where such techniques are effective to combat 
interference, where the environment is understood, for example where the part of 
the spectrum is being used with defined modulation methods. Such techniques are 
part of the function of software defined radio [55].
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C Examples of Adaptive Diversity
In Section 1 it was concluded that optimal diversity is the overall benefit of CR. This 
appendix takes a look at some examples of how different singular diversity 
techniques could achieve optimal diversity if a CR enabled them to adapt.

C.1 Frequency Diversity

Cognitive frequency diversity, known as dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) is 
generating the most interest amongst members of the radio community and is 
arguably the most difficult to accomplish. The benefits are obvious once one 
realises that although unallocated spectrum is scarce, most of the allocated 
spectrum remains unused anyway [20]. A cognitive stack using DSA could make 
use of unused allocated spectrum to fill up these “spectrum holes”. The basic 
principle is shown in Figure 7, which shows primary users in blue and additional 
users in grey. There are many holes in the spectrum (top) which could be filled by 
cognitive stacks (bottom).
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Figure 7: Dynamic Spectrum Allocation
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C.2 Power Diversity

Power diversity takes this a step further by looking at unused allocated spectrum 
based on geographical location. Some licensed users are fairly static in their 
operations, so their allocated portion of spectrum only gets used in certain regions. 
Therefore the potential exists for additional users to re-use the spectrum if they are 
in a different, distant region. Power adaptation ensures that transmitters emit just 
enough RF power adequate for their purposes and no more. This avoids surplus 
radiation which in turn prevents interfering signals travelling further than necessary. 
Therefore improved frequency re-use is possible, in which different locations using 
the same frequency can be brought closer together without interfering with each 
other. Remember that this diversity is adaptive, coping with changing locations so 
even if radio users are mobile then there is still some benefit to be gained from 
power diversity.

Continuing on from Figure 7, Figure 8 shows how the remaining “spectrum holes” 
can be filled through power diversity (red blocks). Perhaps a better depiction of how 
power diversity benefits radio users is given in Figure 9. Here, two transceivers are 
linked using a fixed power level, a level that is in excess of what is required as 
shown by the blue circles (depicting the useful range of the transmissions). 
Adaptive power control could reduce this area down to that depicted by the red 
circles. The shaded area shows the amount of space liberated for re-use by other 
radio users. Obviously, a smaller area of space used per transceiver pair means 
more transceivers can be packed into a unit area.
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Figure 8: Power diversity
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Radio tower

Figure 9: Power adaptation takes up less space

C.3 Space Diversity

Power diversity is really a simple form of space diversity, although the term ‘space 
diversity’ is usually used to refer to direction only (perhaps a more accurate term 
should be angular diversity). While Figure 9 has shown how reducing transmit 
power can save space, it also shows that a lot of space is still being wasted. This is 
because the transceivers in this example have omnidirectional antennas. There are 
many directional antennas in existence today but the difficulty in using them comes 
when one or more transceivers are mobile. Knowledge of mobile transceivers’ 
locations is required. This is one of the measurable parameters of CR listed in 
Table 1. Also, the directional antennas must be steerable in order to adapt. Using 
steerable, directional antennas with sufficient ISP will allow space diversity and 
minimise the space used by a transceiver pair, as shown in Figure 10.

Radio tower

Figure 10: Space Diversity
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An additional benefit of space diversity is the ability for one transceiver to 
discriminate signals received from different directions simultaneously, and similarly 
aim multiple independent transmissions in different directions.

C.4 Time Diversity

Time diversity exploits the fact that licensed users do not use their allocated 
spectrum all of the time. In fact, evidence seems to indicate that allocated spectrum 
remains unused for most of the time. Furthermore, some different radio users have 
different times at which they demand spectrum, i.e. their spectrum demand cycles 
are uncorrelated. Cognitive stacks could make use of uncorrelated spectrum 
demand for two or more radio users by allowing the users access to the same 
portion of spectrum at allocated times. Studies have already been done along this 
theme, in particular regarding UMTS and digital terrestrial television [36]. UMTS has 
a high demand during office working hours, while television has a high demand in 
the evening. Thus these two applications could make use of the same band of 
spectrum without significantly interfering with each other. In essence this is a form 
of demand assigned multiple access (DAMA). DAMA is a technique used on 
American military satellite communications which allocates time slots to users 
based on their needs and/or priority so that many users can share the same
spectrum.

Time diversity can also be exploited at shorter timescales. Earlier in this document 
the example of a CR near to an airport was mentioned. Due to its rotating cyclic 
nature, the airport radar is only seen by the CR in pulse form. When the radar is 
turned away from the CR, the opportunity exists for re-using the spectrum, as 
shown in Figure 11.

radar pulses CR usage

time

Figure 11: Time diversity example

C.5 Dynamic Modulation & Coding

Frequency, power, space and time are well established methods of achieving 
diversity in communications, and quite obvious possibilities in how cognitive stacks 
can exploit adaptation to achieve higher performance. But there are other methods 
too, such as dynamic modulation. In dynamic modulation diversity a cognitive stack 
will be able to hop between various modulation schemes. Two characters of a 
modulation scheme relevant to this discussion are its bandwidth efficiency (bits per 
Hertz) and its required SNR. Generally, these two characteristics are proportional, 
i.e. more bits per Hertz requires greater SNR. So in a situation where a receiver is 
experiencing excess SNR for a given modulation scheme, the scheme could be 
changed for one with greater bandwidth efficiency. This results in one of two 
benefits; either less spectrum is used or less time is used, for a constant data rate. 
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A good example of this is given in [37], where a mobile telephony base station 
transmits at a constant power to multiple telephones within its footprint. If these 
telephones have a fixed modulation scheme that allows a given data rate at the 
“edge” of the footprint, then those telephones closer to the base station will 
experience excess SNR. The closer a telephone is to the base station, the greater 
the excess, due to a stronger received signal strength. Dynamic modulation would 
allow these closer telephones to use modulation schemes with greater bandwidth 
efficiency, which in turn means more telephones can be added to the network as a 
whole (see Figure 12).

base station
range

edge of
footprint

SNR

BPSK, 1 bit/Hz

16QAM, 4 bit/Hz

8-PSK, 3 bit/Hz QPSK, 2 bit/Hz

Figure 12: Dynamic Modulation

The trade off with dynamic modulation is power diversity: the excess SNR could 
instead be eliminated through reduced signal strength by lower transmission power. 
With combinational diversity, a cognitive stack would be able to choose the best 
approach for the given situation.

Dynamic modulation also works in reverse, for example if a CR is stuck with a poor 
SNR then by changing to a more robust, fewer bits per Hertz modulation scheme, 
the radio user will experience at least some service rather than none at all. In 
situations where SNR is decreasing, the benefit of a graceful degradation in service 
is obtained. This is usually preferable to a complete and sudden breakdown in 
service.

A similar technique to dynamic modulation is dynamic coding, in which a cognitive 
stack may change its source and/or channel coding type or rate. For example, a 
stack experiencing excess SNR will have fewer errors than expected, so its forward 
error correction (FEC) rate might be superfluous. Since FEC is an overhead taking 
up data bits, reducing the FEC rate frees up room to increase the information 
transfer rate, without the cost of increasing bandwidth. Alternatively, existing source 
encoding might be considered more resilient to errors than it needs to be so it might 
change to a simpler, less robust scheme.

Again this can work the other way too by increasing the FEC or improving the 
source encoding in poor SNR scenarios to give a graceful degradation in service.

C.6 Polarisation Diversity

Exploiting radio wave polarisation in an intelligent way will also result in some 
benefit. Polarisation is perhaps not as beneficial as other types of diversity such as 
frequency and time, because polarisation of an incoming wave is often unknown 
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due to scattering of signals in the radio environment. Indeed, polarisation diversity 
is normally used to counter this by allowing simultaneously reception of orthogonal 
radio waves with fade independent propagation characteristics. But in some 
situations the ability to discriminate between, rather than combine, vertical or 
horizontal, left-hand or right-hand, or simply linear or circular, should in theory allow 
some spectrum re-use.

If a CR becomes intelligent enough to determine the polarisation of the wanted 
signal on a link-by-link basis, then it might be possible to increase SNR by ignoring 
unwanted polarisations. Increasing SNR will give the same benefits already 
discussed, i.e. more efficient modulation scheme, reduced coding, reduced power 
transmission. Alternatively, multiple cognitive stacks may cooperate by agreeing on 
a certain polarisation while another set of stacks uses a different polarisation, in 
order to share spectrum (see Figure 13).

Figure 13: Polarisation diversity in a spectrum sharing concept
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D Industry Views

D.1 Introduction 

To obtain views and opinions about CR from the UK communications industry, a 
meeting was held on 21 November 2005 at QinetiQ's offices in Farnborough. More 
than twenty representatives comprising mobile network operators, wireless terminal 
manufactures, industrial research organisations, spectrum end-users, academic 
institutions and regulators attended. Presentations summarising QinetiQ’s review of 
CR technologies and research (given in Appendices E and F) were given, followed 
by a number of discussions about the technical concerns, economic benefits and 
possible applications of CR. This Appendix summarises those discussions and 
presents the comments and opinions of the attendees.

Obtaining the views of industry helped the consortium to identify those applications 
most suitable for CR and thus choose relevant scenarios to simulate on the 
Cognitive Radio Demonstrator (see Section 9).

D.2 Technical Concerns

As part of the meeting, QinetiQ presented a summary of current research into CR 
technology; including a definition of CR, its benefits and possible future 
developments. Industry response to this presentation focussed on the technical 
difficulties that will have to be overcome before full CRs are manufactured. Their 
main concern was whether CRs would be able to detect hidden nodes, particular if 
spectrum management was liberalised. There are also concerns over the security
of SDR and when CR will become a reality.

D.2.1 The Hidden Node Problem

The attendees considered the hidden node problem (see part 2.5 of Section 2) to 
be a big challenge to the spectrum sensing techniques used in CRs. There were 
concerns from attendees that CRs would not be able to detect contemporary users 
and avoid interfering with them. A cellular network operator representative also 
pointed out that the Federal Communications Commission FCC had already 
decided that spectrum measurement using interference temperature was not 
accurate enough to sense primary user transmissions. Unfortunately, we could not 
verify this statement, but we know that the FCC proposed using interference 
temperature [43] and some organisations have stated that this method does not 
work [44]. Another cellular network operator representative introduced research 
carried out by Assistant Professor Sahai from Berkeley University [9] which showed 
that CRs must detect the spectrum activity accurately below the noise floor to avoid 
the hidden node problem.

Professor Sahai’s research compared different approaches of detecting signals 
transmitted by contemporary users. One approach was to use a matched filter to 
detect the transmitted signal of a known system. Unfortunately the accuracy of this 
detection method is not guaranteed and detection becomes even harder where the 
uncertainty due to noise limits detection. A better approach is to make use of pilot 
signals in the contemporary user’s transmissions. Given enough receiver sensitivity 
the CR could detect the contemporary user by knowing its signal’s characteristics 
and decoding its pilot signal well below the noise floor. 
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From Professor Sahai’s research the cellular operator representatives feared that if 
a CR does not know the characteristics of the contemporary system, it will be 
unable to detect the contemporary transmissions. Since spectrum liberalisation will 
permit any system to occupy a particular band of spectrum, this means that CRs 
need to able to detect the contemporary users without knowing their characteristics. 

D.2.2 Software Radio Development & Security

The CR research presentation [39] included a CR matrix, shown in Figure 4 (page 
40 of volume 1). The matrix shows the flexibility of software defined radio (SDR) 
plotted against the intelligence required by different radio systems, with the Mitola 
radio [46] (or full CR) being at the top-right of the matrix. A cellular operator
representative explained that SR was not currently feasible in a mobile handset due 
to limitations in the analogue front end and the necessity of low power consumption 
within mobiles. They further suggested that SR was not suitable for orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) or code division multiple access (CDMA) 
systems because the Butterfly equations used in the fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
and the Rake receiver are energy inefficient when implemented in software since a 
digital signal processor (DSP) implementation would consume far more power than 
a hardware implementation. The presentation included a timeline based on 
Walden’s research into the development of analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs) 
[47]. This research was applied to 12-bit ADCs, assuming that the current stage-of-
the-art ADC could operate at 500 Msps. However, it was pointed out that this 
estimate was too optimistic, because more resolution is needed for mobile phones, 
for example GSM requires an ADC resolution of 17 or 18 bits to resolve the phase. 
This appears to conflict with the findings of an earlier Ofcom project examining 
software defined radio (SDR) report, which said that 12 bits is sufficient [48]. As well 
as this increase in resolution, ADCs used in mobiles also need to be low power. 
These two statements will further increase the time before practical Mitola radios 
will be possible. It was agreed that future CR-based systems would demand further 
development of various aspects of SDR technology and regulation of using SR 
devices.

The attendees’ attitudes towards SDRs were that such devices could be 
reprogrammed to behave in a non-standard way, particular regarding out-of-band 
emissions. Hacking was another security issue, i.e., stealing information from a 
SDR electronically (may be with a virus), or one SDR user pretending to be 
someone else therefore making someone else pay for their call. The attendees 
were concerned that a considerable amount of regulatory work needed to be done 
to clarify the responsibility of manufacturers, software developers and the network 
operators. A cellular operator representative was worried that the modification of an 
individual SDR device could have an effect on the network (such as introducing a 
virus to the network). They further demanded that regulations should define how 
software is verified and who is responsible for devices that break these regulations, 
whether it is the manufacturers or users who change the software running on the 
SDRs. An Ofcom representative explained to the attendees that there was already 
a European directive on SDR security.

D.2.3 Predictions of When Cognitive Radio Systems will be Available

In relation to the question of when practical CR systems will be available, the 
attendees agreed that CR involves many technologies that are evolving and, 
therefore, they were unable to predict an expected time of manufacture.
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The drivers for developing SDR would be new applications or cheaper hardware 
(i.e., mobile phones). CR technologies can either be developed within a 
contemporary system or be deployed as a new CR system that coexists with a 
contemporary system. In the near future, before coexisting systems are developed, 
it is likely that CR techniques will be gradually introduced to contemporary systems. 
For example, BT’s Bluephone switches between a cellular mobile phone and a 
landline (via Bluetooth), which demonstrates that a GSM mobile phone can coexist 
with and intelligently use other systems. In the future, developing CR techniques 
within contemporary systems will encourage the contemporary users to use their 
licensed spectrum more efficiently and gradually lead to CR systems coexisting with 
contemporary systems. However, coexisting CR systems will require regulation by 
Ofcom to control their behaviour. The Ofcom representative stated that the EU has 
already started looking at introducing weak licensing, known as Flex-bands [49], 
where CR systems and contemporary system could coexist.

D.3 Economic Benefit

The meeting attendees also questioned if there were any economic benefits from 
using CR systems. Their opinions are summarised as follows:

D.3.1 Using CR Technology

It is not clear whether or not using CR technology will bring an economic benefit to 
operators. A cellular operator representative explained that it was not the technical 
issues that stop manufacturers implementing CR technology in mobile phones but 
the cost of the technology. For example, in cellular networks the economies scale 
are already exhausted, therefore, making mobile phones into SDRs will inevitably 
increase their cost thus making SDR mobiles less attractive to manufacturers.

D.3.2 Increasing the Amount of Available Spectrum

Cellular operators are currently satisfied with the amount of spectrum they own and 
the current command and control regulation system. One cellular operator
representative stated that perhaps an extra 20% more spectrum would be enough 
to produce an economic benefit, however, if there were too much spare spectrum 
available it would not be worth as much as this 20% because supply would out-strip 
demand, or the increased competition caused by using the extra spectrum could 
cause a fall in revenue for existing services (and possibly the new services) making 
them no longer economically viable. This raises the question of whether spectrum is 
as scarce as some people believe: certainly there is no consensus in the industry 
on if and when spectrum will run out.

D.3.3 Using CR Systems

The way in which CR users interact must be coordinated to maximise the economic 
benefit. The attendees agreed with the CR research presentation that game theory 
research indicates that competition between CR users results in low spectrum 
efficiency. However, when considering the economic benefit of CR systems, the 
boundary between competition and coordination must be defined. Economic benefit 
must be calculated for the whole industry. A cellular operator representative stated 
that a study carried out by Thomas Hazlett indicated that there was a reduction in 
economic benefit when a CR system coexists with a contemporary system in 
comparison with a command and control regime [50].
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D.3.4 CR Charging Methods

The meeting then discussed the topic of charging methods for CR. The attendees 
were asked for the following questions:

• Should CRs pay for using licensed spectrum?
• Should licensees receive compensation for CRs using their spectrum, 

e.g. by sub-licensing the spectrum to CR users?

The attendees generally expected CRs to pay for the spectrum they used. 
Following these questions, two proposed charging systems were discussed. The 
results of these discussions are presented below:

D.3.4.1 Using a Band Manager or Spectrum Broker

Another charging scheme introduced to the attendees was to use a band manager 
or spectrum broker to manage spectrum. This might lead to more accurate charging 
of customers because customers will only pay for the spectrum they use, as and 
when it is needed. In other words this should result in lower rates for consumers. 
The cost of the spectrum would be decided by the QoS required by each 
transmission and the number of users demanding spectrum.

The attendees were concerned that the spectrum broker must ensure that CRs do 
not misuse the spectrum. This requires a method of detecting misuse and stopping 
offenders. A behaviour policy must define what constitutes “abuse of spectrum”. 
Unfortunately it will be difficult for a spectrum broker to calculate the amount of time 
a CR uses a certain band if it opportunistically moves from one band to another 
(effectively disappearing and re-appearing).

D.3.4.2 Time-Sharing Scheme between CR User and Contemporary User

The first method discussed was to time-share the spectrum between CR users and 
contemporary users. Time-sharing allows contemporary users to occupy the 
spectrum at one time and CR users to occupy it at another time, such as 
contemporary users occupying the spectrum from 8 am to 8 pm, and the CRs using 
the spectrum during the other 12 hours of the day, with CR users paying a 
proportion of the license fee. Part of this agreement would be a guaranteed QoS for 
the CR user. Such a scheme should minimise interference between the two 
systems. Under the time-sharing scheme, the contemporary users will be given a 
higher priority of using the spectrum compared with the CRs, which means the CR 
users have to detect the appearance of contemporary users and stop using the 
spectrum. However, if the CR users’ QoS is not met due to frequent interference
from the contemporary users, the CR users will receive compensation from 
contemporary users. Conversely, if CRs interfere with contemporary users during 
the contemporary users’ time-slot, the contemporary users will receive 
compensation from the CR users.

The attendees agreed that time-sharing schemes between contemporary users and 
CR users were a reasonable solution to spectrum sharing. They stated that these 
schemes are similar to having a band manager that allocates spectrum to different 
users according to the time of day. They also pointed out that this does not need 
CR to operate and could be implemented using conventional radio technology. 
However, time-sharing on a very fast scale – in bursts of seconds – would be 
difficult to implemented if not using cognitive techniques.
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D.3.5 Overall Economic Benefits 

The attendees agreed that the overall economic benefit of CR was not clear at the 
present time. Technology is driven by applications. There are many technical, 
economic and regulatory questions that need to be answered before CR systems 
can be used. The advance of technology cannot guarantee that the product is 
profitable. The market will decide the future of CR. It is better to start by using CR 
techniques within a system. When the use of CR techniques increases revenue, the 
market will gradually push the development of CR systems. For example, adding 
CR techniques to GSM has enabled higher data rate services provided by 
Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) systems

D.4 Proposed Applications

During the meeting various applications for CR were discussed. They are dealt with 
in turn below, starting with a description of the application followed by the 
attendees’ comments and possible solutions to their concerns.

D.4.1 Extending Mobile Networks

This application uses CRs to detect unused frequencies to extend current mobile 
networks. This could be achieved by reusing unoccupied frequencies in certain 
locations (i.e. using the radar band in locations where no radars are present). The 
CRs could either detect contemporary transmissions or use a location database to 
ensure they only use certain frequencies in particular locations.

According to Ofcom, in the UK radar currently occupies 30% of the spectrum 
between 1 GHz and 3 GHz [51]. CRs could use certain radar bands in locations 
where there are no radars to extend the mobile cellular networks. In the future the 
use of spectrally efficient radars will release spectrum previously occupied by radar 
sidebands, making this spectrum available to other systems.

D.4.1.1 Attendees’ Comments

Cellular operator representatives showed their concerns about the ability of CR to 
detect contemporary users. There were also worries about the reliability of such an 
application because both coverage and QoS is not guaranteed. In response to 
using radar bands to extend cellular mobile networks, they agreed that GSM 
mobiles could coexist with radar. However, the location database becomes crucial, 
because people should not be allowed to use their mobile phones within a radar 
band in certain locations, such as airports, and this means that the system cannot 
provide “ubiquitous coverage”.

An attendee stated that modern spectrally efficient radar techniques would occupy 
a greater bandwidth than current radar systems but with less out-of-band 
emissions. Another issue was that there were some other systems (such as aircraft 
beacons) that reuse radar frequencies, and that airborne radars will be difficult to 
detect, therefore, CRs operating in a radar band have to be careful not to interfere 
with these coexisting systems. Another concern was whether the radio frequency 
(RF) front end of CRs would be able to cope with the potentially high transmit 
powers of radars, which can be as high as 80 dBW (110 dBm).

Based on the above discussions, the consortium suggested that CRs could use 
radar spectrum to provide the last mile broadband connections. The attendees 
agreed to this suggestion and based on this, the Network Rail representative 
suggested an application that CR could be used to provide video downloads to 
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handsets in non-real time that could be cheaper than the real time services 
currently offered under Third Generation (3G) mobile systems. It was further agreed 
that CR could find similar applications providing non-time sensitive data services.

D.4.1.2 Possible Solutions

There are two problems with this application. One is the hidden node problem, the 
other is inability to guarantee the necessary reliability and QoS for such an 
application. Based on the discussion in section 7.3.3, sharing spectrum information 
throughout a CR network or having a location database could solve the hidden 
node problem. The location database could prevent CRs from using frequencies 
that are occupied by other systems (i.e. Radars). It may be that in most locations 
one or more radar bands are unoccupied and, therefore, ubiquitous coverage may
be achievable; this could be determined from the location database. However, since 
the reliability and QoS of a CR system is not guaranteed, this application 
(Extending Mobile Networks) cannot be implemented with CR.

D.4.2 Over Night Back-Up System

This application uses the CRs to implement a point-to-point back-up system that 
uses available spectrum to back-up data from customer premises to a secure 
location during the night. This application is not time critical; the back-up could be 
performed at anytime during the night. For example, this application could reuse 
cellular frequencies because there are fewer mobiles transmitting at night.

D.4.2.1 Attendees’ Comments

The over night back-up system seems to be a good example of using CR for non-
time sensitive applications. However, the attendees questioned the reliability of 
such a back-up system. For example, if a CR back-up system failed to complete a 
back-up due to the lack of available spectrum during the night, the copy of the 
customer’s data would be out of date. In order to guarantee that the back-up will 
complete, transmission times should be minimised (i.e., data rates maximised). An 
alternative scheme is to set up a time-sharing scheme between the CR system and 
contemporary system, thus the QoS of the CR service could be guaranteed, but 
then this would defeat the point of using CR in the first place and some attendees 
questioned why a standard cellular system could not be used. Attendees also 
mentioned that liberalised regulation will allow cellular operators to change the 
duplex frequency between the uplink and downlink of frequency division duplex 
(FDD) systems, which would increase the difficulty of detecting contemporary radio 
transmissions for CRs.

It was further discussed that such CR systems may be able to operate when 
rotating radars point away from the CR link. However, it was considered to be too 
difficult to synchronise the CR system with radars and that radars might also 
receive signals from behind. Attendees from cellular operators were concerned that 
it was only their spectrum that was being discussed for such an application, and 
rightly pointed out that other systems are also unused at night, such as analogue 
frequency modulation (FM) systems used for “walkie-talkie” handheld and portable 
radios.

D.4.2.2 Possible Solutions

Regarding the application platform, the back-up systems seem to be more suitable 
to operate on a peer-to-peer link basis. In this case, the CRs can set up peer-to-
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peer links between the customer site and the back-up site depending on the results 
of their spectrum measurements. To guarantee that no interference is caused to 
contemporary systems, the individual CR user has to have a sufficiently advanced 
spectrum sensing ability. The other alternative is that all nodes use a common 
frequency, similar to command-and-control systems, with a band manager 
overseeing the time-sharing scheme: but this would not require CR and defeats the 
point of using it.

A time-sharing CR system could be more useful and reliable than CR system that 
only uses spectrum sensing. Such systems can interoperate with other systems 
such as cellular networks. With the band manager managing the time-sharing 
scheme between the CR system and the contemporary system, the systems can 
achieve their required reliability and QoS.

D.4.3 Outside Broadcasting

Currently outside broadcasters have to book satellite time for transmitting TV 
signals back to the broadcasting centre. This can result in transmitting reports 
before a specific event has taken place to use the satellite time. Alternatively, a CR 
could be used to find local data networks, and adapt to communicate with one, thus 
setting up a high data rate link. This channel can then be used to relay the video 
images from the outside broadcast equipment via the Internet to the main 
broadcasting centre. This allows broadcasts to be made when events happen 
rather than when satellite time is booked. This example demonstrates how the 
multi-modal capability of a CR could be exploited (as well as its frequency agility).

D.4.3.1 Attendees’ Comments

The attendees were concerned about the high reliability that was required by the 
broadcast service. The CR system needs to find a scheme to support the minimum 
reliability for the broadcast service. It was discussed that using CR to find a local 
data network would be like switching on a mobile phone and the mobile requesting 
to join a network. Therefore, the CR system should use transmit powers less than 
or equal to the contemporary radios, otherwise the CR may interfere with some 
contemporary users that it cannot detect. Therefore, the CR must be careful not to 
cause interference to contemporary users when it first switches on and looks for 
networks.

D.4.3.2 Possible Solutions

For this application the location database solution to the hidden node problem 
seems to be a good choice. The database will contain the contemporary systems 
and their transmit powers for a given location. The CR user can look for 
contemporary systems in the database before transmitting to the available 
networks. This database can prevent the CR user covering up interference from 
any returning contemporary users. Regarding the reliability required by the 
broadcast service, the time-sharing scheme discussed in the previous sections 
could be used to support the minimum reliability. Using a time-sharing scheme one 
could coordinate between different bands and reserve time slots at different times. 
The location database can also help to identify the places with high contemporary 
user densities where the reserved transmit time may be small.
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D.4.4 Open-air Events

This application uses the CR spectrum sensing ability to discover available 
frequencies to support two-way communications for open-air events. The CR could 
work intelligently by detecting interference or contemporary users and changing 
frequencies without stopping the communication. For example, a radio microphone 
used for open-air event could use a CR system to intelligently identify unoccupied 
frequencies and avoid interference. Of course, both ends of the link need to end up 
on the same frequency, so transmitter and receiver must behave identically: this
could be difficult to achieve if one end of the link sees a different spectrum view 
than the other.

D.4.4.1 Attendees’ Comments

The attendees pointed out that some current radio microphones already had 
spectrum scanning techniques. However, their use is not recommended by JFMG 
Ltd [52] (formally the Joint Frequency Management Group) because of the hidden 
node problem. Also, microphones require a low delay service, which CR might not 
be able to deliver due to the digital processing required by a CR microphone.

D.4.4.2 Possible Solutions

To solve the hidden node problem in the open-air event, we need to set up a two-
way communication link between microphones and receivers, with the receivers 
transmitting beacons to all microphones in the vicinity. Also, the microphones need 
to send beacons or pilot signals to receivers and other microphones. As a result, 
the receivers could listen to signals from each microphone (and other receivers), 
which would make them aware of all devices in the immediate area. Since no CR 
would be passive, each CR should be aware of each other and avoid interference 
with each other. In this way the hidden node problem could be solved.

D.4.5 Mobile Video Services

This application sets up a mobile video broadcast network using CR to identify 
unused spectrum. A broadcast node transmits to CRs within the identified spectrum 
on demand. Other mobile nodes can scan the spectrum for video signals and then 
join the broadcast network. To try to solve the hidden node problem caused by 
localised spectrum views, all mobile nodes that detect transmissions from 
contemporary radios will inform the broadcast node of these transmission and the 
broadcast node will choose an alternative frequency and inform the mobile nodes 
so that they can continue receiving the video signal by changing the frequency of 
the signal.

D.4.5.1 Attendees’ Comments

This application drew the attention of the attendees into how to organise a CR 
broadcast network. It was discussed and agreed that apart from having a broadcast 
channel for the network, the network needs a control channel for setting up links 
with new mobile nodes that join the network and to inform the nodes of the 
frequency band used for broadcasting. As an extension of this example, the 
application was applied to a security system where security video footage would be 
downloaded to mobile nodes; this version of the application was thought to be more 
realistic. The attendees warned that broadcast nodes usually have a high transmit 
power. This means that the possibility of interference to contemporary users is 
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higher because, if the CR transmit power is greater than the contemporary radio’s 
transmit power, it is possible that the CRs will interfere with contemporary radios 
that they cannot detect simply because the CR signal will cover a greater distance. 
To ensure the broadcast node does not cause interference, the mobile nodes need
to provide a spectrum view over a sufficiently large geographical area to the 
broadcast node to detect all contemporary users, otherwise the network will 
interfere with the hidden nodes.

D.4.5.2 Possible Solutions

In this application, we must use a control channel for the mobile nodes to inform the 
broadcast node of interference and the particular channels that are available. The 
broadcast node also informs other nodes of new frequencies using this control 
channel. This control channel must always be available at all times, and therefore 
should be located in licensed or unlicensed spectrum. Spectrum measurements 
should be shared with the broadcast node via the control channel to detect the 
hidden nodes. However, since the mobile nodes can be anywhere within the 
broadcast network, the likelihood of them not being located close to a contemporary 
radio is high.

D.4.6 Emergency Radio System

This application uses CR technology to set up an emergency radio system using 
any available spectrum. For example, in locations where natural disasters have 
destroyed the infrastructure, a CR system could be used to set up a number of links 
until it makes a connection with a working communication system (either wired or 
wireless).

D.4.6.1 Attendees’ Comments

It was seen as an overall good application for CR. The ability of identifying available 
spectrum will allow easy deployment of an emergency network. Attendees stated 
that most emergency networks are ad hoc rather than intelligent, since ad hoc 
components (such as FM radios) are simple to use and cheap. The attendees 
warned that this CR application could have potential problems with local regulators, 
particularly close to boundaries between countries, because the users cannot 
guarantee which waveform and frequency the temporary network will use.

D.4.6.2 Possible Solutions

The biggest challenge to this application is the regulatory difference between 
regions and countries. It is more likely that such a network will be deployed 
internationally. Therefore, international regulations for emergency CR systems are 
needed for this application.

D.4.7 Multi-technology Phone

This application uses CR techniques to maintain a data or voice connection using 
the technologies available at each location. For example, a CR user could set up a 
data or voice connection across several networks that support the connection when 
the user moves from office to home. The user could start a call using voice-over-
Internet protocol (VoIP) on an 802.11 network, handover to a Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System (UMTS), GSM and finally to a DECT network at home.
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D.4.7.1 Attendees’ Comments

A cellular operator representative stated that such a system has already been
covered by the Unlicensed Mobile Access (UMA) specification defined by the Third 
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [53]. The handover between GSM and 3G 
cells is another example of using a CR technique in the current contemporary 
networks. The new wireless local area network (WLAN) standards also incorporate 
handover between services. Therefore, an economic analysis is needed for this 
application since it is achievable with non-CR technology.

D.4.7.2 Possible Solutions

It is clear that CR techniques are already used in the current systems. Whether or 
not a full CR based system will be used for this application and when it will be used 
is not clear at the current time. However, if the current application proved to be 
economically viable, it could encourage the development of a full CR system.

D.4.8 Covert Military Radio

This application uses CR within military radio systems. Military radios could use CR 
techniques to avoid detection by changing frequencies and waveform. CRs could 
avoid detection by minimising interference to contemporary users by changing 
frequency and waveform when the CR detects a contemporary user’s 
transmissions. By using local military and/or commercial spectrum the military CRs 
could also avoid blocking and detection by masquerading as another system.

The attendees suggested that the military might have already employed these CR 
techniques.
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E Cognitive Radio Technology

E.1 Techniques within reach of Current Technology

E.1.1 Adaptive Power Control

Adaptive power control, in which the transmit power of a radio is minimised, is a 
well established technique. Cellular networks such as GSM and 3G mobile 
telephony both use a feedback system whereby a transceiver measures the RSSI 
of a signal and transmits this data back to the transmitter, which 
increases/decreases its radiated power accordingly. Power control in this case is 
used to minimise interference in the radio environment, so that some users are not 
“shouted down” or “drowned out” by other users.

The WLAN standard 802.11h also exhibits transmit power control to alleviate 
interference [24].

Even simpler techniques are in use, for example some PBR devices measure RSSI 
to estimate the distance between transmitter and receiver, then adapt their own 
transmit power accordingly for the next transmission. This is perhaps not the most 
reliable system since it assumes the path loss between transceivers is identical in 
both directions.

Another well established technique is coded squelch control, either CTCSS or DCS. 
This could be considered a very early and simple method of frequency sharing. 
Some radios have automated  CTCSS/DCS blocking features, so that the radio will 
not transmit when someone else is using the channel with a squelch code, 
essentially a “free time” detector.

Ultra Wide Band (UWB) though not adaptive is worth a mention. It re-uses 
spectrum already under licence to others but without interfering, not by sensing or 
adapting to frequency usage but by keeping beneath a very low power limit (-
41dBm roof). It is a very basic and fixed form of transmit power control, but a 
spectrum re-use technique nonetheless.

E.1.2 Adaptive Spectrum Allocation

The 802.15 wireless personal area network (WPAN) standard “Bluetooth” has the 
ability to use adaptive frequency hopping to help avoid interference [24]. It 
assesses 79 potential channels, attempting to detect all types of interference by a 
simple method of counting the repeated errors in a given channel. Channels are 
categorised, with  regular reassessment. Frequency hopping occurs in a pseudo-
random sequence 1600 times per second, and 3200 times per second when initially 
establishing a connection, avoiding any ‘bad’ channels. 802.15 can still operate 
when only 20 of the 79 channels are usable. Although this is obviously an adaptive 
technique, it is still fairly rudimentary with no sensing of the environment before 
transmitting.

Related to Bluetooth and cognitive radio in general is the 802.19 Coexistence 
Technical Advisory Group of the IEEE, who are responsible for addressing how 
current and future 802 standards should coexist without interfering with each other. 
Understandably, they are very interested in how cognitive radio will help them  
achieve this and have contributed to Bluetooth’s adaptive frequency hopping
scheme.
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DECT telephones monitor potential channels for use at either end of a radio link, 
and select a mutually preferred channel that is free from transmissions. 
Furthermore, this channel may be changed as required during a call if interference 
becomes a problem. Because of this real-time adaptation, many people have cited 
DECT telephony as a basic cognitive radio device. Other forms of cordless 
telephone use similar techniques to look for holes in the usable spectrum.

All these current technologies, while a promising step forward, are restricted to 
operating within a single band. Their intelligence and flexibility comes from 
baseband processing, or the media access control (MAC) layer. Highly flexible RF 
hardware and software is needed to progress these systems further.

E.1.3 Adaptive Modulation, Coding

Two technologies already in widespread use are Bluetooth and Wi-Fi (Wireless 
Fidelity). Both of these WLAN standards have the ability to adapt their coding rates 
in noisy environments. Bluetooth keeps its bit rate fixed at 1Mbps and adapts its 
coding rate only. Wi-Fi can change modulation scheme, coding scheme or 
multiplexing sequence, which results in a variable data rate (between 1Mbps and 
54Mbps). To combat interference, using a lower data rate gives more reliability 
(lower error rate). Strictly speaking adaptation of the coding rate or scheme is ISP
in layer 2, data link layer, so by our definition only Wi-Fi makes use of a cognitive 
radio technique but the end result for either technology is an adaptation caused by 
the radio environment changing. Interestingly neither standard specifies the 
algorithms used to decide when and how to adapt; this is left to manufacturer of the 
systems.

Demand Assigned Multiple Access (DAMA) is a technique that increases the 
number of users that a given system bandwidth can support, by sharing channels 
based on the assumption that not all users will require simultaneous access to 
channels. It is used in US military satellite communications (MILSATCOM). It works 
by using Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) bursts with each user allocated a 
particular time slot during which it must transmit any data and a second time slot for 
receiving data.  Within each TDMA frame, there are a number of different user data 
rates and burst rates. There are also different TDMA frame types.  When a 
particular link is no longer in use, the bandwidth is immediately returned to a 
“central pool” for reuse by others. The intelligence behind DAMA is not at the 
physical layer but at higher layers, controlling spectrum resources centrally (for 
each channel) but taking no part in the actual communications. This is why it is 
suited to satellite communications. Nevertheless, the ability to allocate resources on 
a call-by-call, second-by-second nature requires a certain level of ISP that could be 
exploited by cognitive radio.

E.1.4 Adaptive Network Access & Routing

Once again cellular networks feature a form of intelligent behaviour by self-
coordinating intra- and inter- system handovers. This is based in part on a real-time 
database of registration, paging and pilot signal measurements.

British Telecom has recently launched BT Fusion, a relatively simple device that 
switches between a GSM network and the PSTN. It is practically the same as BT’s 
failed OnePhone product, except that OnePhone users had to manually switch 
between services. Bluephone will automatically sense which services are available 
and, if the choice is there, always choose the cheaper PSTN service. It can do this 
during a call, on the move, transparent to the user. Although fairly simple algorithms 
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can be used, it is nevertheless an example of adapting between modulation 
scheme, operator service, network access and routing.

E.1.5 Adaptive Spatial Allocation

Airgo has developed and released in 2004 commercial MIMO chipsets. These are 
extensively used by electronics company Belkin Corp, for example as part of their 
802.11g wireless local area network (WLAN) products, for increasing range and 
throughput and avoiding interference by adaptively switching to the clearest 
available channel. Other companies include Linksys who make similar MIMO  
802.11g technology for connecting laptops to the internet, using two channels 
simultaneously to double the data rate. Smartvue make a wireless webcam with 6th

order MIMO for extending range, see Figure 14. Next generation wireless LAN 
standards, 802.11 TGn, are already being considered, with MIMO antennas as a 
mandatory requirement.

Figure 14: MIMO is already used in WLAN cameras

Another example of spatial diversity in existence today is adaptive phased array
antennas, as used on state-of-the-art communications satellites. This type of 
antenna technology is usually associated with radar, but is now finding more and 
more applications in wireless communications. There are at least three satellite 
systems using adaptive beam-forming techniques. Inmarsat 4, built by Astrium, is 
capable of 200 narrow spot footprints and 19 wide spots on each satellite,  formed 
by using reconfigurable phased arrays. NASA’s Advanced Communications 
Technology Satellite (ACTS) achieved real-time, two-way communications for 
multiple ground terminals by using a multiple beam antenna that provided 51 tightly 
focussed signal beams with the capability of hopping from one location to another in 
milliseconds. This fast hopping allowed frequency reuse by a combination of space 
and time division multiple access (SDMA, TDMA). Smaller, fixed spot beams were 
also installed on ACTS for SDMA only frequency reuse. America’s new military 
satellite system Milstar3 also makes use of state-of-the-art phased array antennas, 
providing steering of multiple spot footprints on both transmit and receive beams. 
While partly intended to make better use of spectrum, in this particular case narrow 
beams also have other military benefits such as anti-jamming.

E.1.6 WCDMA Resource Management

Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) as used in third generation 
(3G) mobile telephony is a good example of a system in use today with various 
adaptive techniques [25]. WCDMA uses radio resource management (RRM) 
algorithms to make efficient use of the radio spectrum. These algorithms are 
categorised into five groups; handover control, power control, admission control, 
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load control and packet scheduling. Power and handover have already been 
mentioned elsewhere. The other RRM algorithms are used to maximise system
throughput with a mix of different bit rates.

WCDMA design uses two concepts for its resource management; hard blocking, 
based on hardware in the network, and soft blocking which is based on interference 
levels in the radio environment. Hard blocking occurs when the hardware limits the 
capacity of the system before the radio environment gets overloaded, and 
conversely soft blocking is when the radio environment load is estimated to be 
above the planned limit even though the hardware may have spare capacity. RRM 
algorithms based on soft blocking give a higher capacity than those based on hard 
blocking. 

E.1.7 Adapt4 Cognitive Radio

Recently Adapt4 have released a commercial product described as a cognitive 
radio. According to the Adapt4 website the XG1™ is an adaptive, intelligent, 
software-defined device. It is said to use Automatic Spectrum Adaptation Protocol 
technology (ASAP) that manages time, space, frequency and power providing 
communications without causing interference to other licensed users. The XG1 
Adaptive Radio is said to work within a network that monitors activity by other users 
in a specified band and identifies unused bandwidth. 

This network then generates a set of parallel carriers and transmits on the unused 
channels. When another licensed user is sensed, the network stops using that 
frequency while it is occupied. The XG1 also claims two additional features used to 
reduce the likelihood of interference to other users. The first is a frequency-hopping 
technique that minimizes the amount of time that any single frequency is used. The 
second makes sure the radios' transmit power is regulated dynamically ensuring the 
minimum amount of power needed is used to establish reliable communications. 
[43]

E.2 Techniques Expected in the Near Future

E.2.1 Cognitive Analysis

Cognitive radio is not the “next big thing” and it will not arrive in the near future [26], 
[27], that is to say within the next ten years. Even if the significant hurdle of full 
software radio could be overcome in the next few years, there still remains the 
challenge of producing a cognitive thinking machine. This is a long way off, so 
much so that it is beyond the foreseeable future., and so for the near term the 
communications industry (and all those industries otherwise involved or dependant 
on machine thinking) will have to settle for the intermediate level of ‘analysis’, as 
depicted on the CR matrix.

It is unlikely that cognitive spectral analysis techniques across wide bands of 
spectrum will be implemented in the near future simply due to the difficulties 
involved, although this does not mean theoretical research has to stop. There are 
developments regarding cognitive behaviour at other levels of the OSI layer, which 
will in most cases be transferable (at least in part) to the physical layer, when the 
time comes. For example Cognitive Packet Networks (CPN) makes use of adaptive 
techniques to seek out routes based on user-defined QoS such as packet loss, 
latency, data rate, cost, etc. Three types of packet are used in CPN, these are 
cognitive packets, dumb packets and acknowledgement packets. Cognitive packets 
route themselves, learning to avoid congestion and getting lost. They learn by 
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making their own observations and by taking into account the experiences of other 
cognitive packets. When they reach their destination, acknowledgement packets 
are sent using the reverse route discovered by the cognitive packet. When an 
acknowledgement packet reaches the original source of the cognitive packet, it can 
pass on the route to dumb packets. CPN has been implemented on computers 
such as Linux environment, but has not found commercial success yet [17].

One area of development in the near future will be on national and international  
standards and policies for governing the operation of cognitive processes at the 
physical layer. This is a regulatory and somewhat political issue rather than a 
technical one, but is just as important and necessary. Until such standards and 
policies are established it seems unlikely that any commercial company would risk 
software development which is, of course, a necessity for CR. In particular, policy 
agility is important, allowing the behaviour of a CR to be dynamically changed by 
uploading new policies over the network. New or different policies might need 
uploading because of improved version updates, a change in location of the CR, 
changes in regulations, and so on. Basing policies completely in software and 
decoupling them from the rest of the CR implementation avoids the hassle and cost 
of redesign, re-implementation and re-accreditation each time a new policy is 
required. Instead, these tasks are only performed once based on the CR’s ability to 
correctly interpret all policies (given in a machine-understandable format). The XG 
program [26] is attempting to lead research into this area.

E.2.2 Software Defined Radio

Only a brief overview of SDR developments is given here. A comprehensive and 
very detailed study of SDR was commissioned by Ofcom in a separate project, the 
results of which can be found in [1].

The $14 billion US Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS), based upon a large library 
of software waveforms and the Software Communications Architecture (SCA), 
looked like a promising leader in SDR until fairly recently when the US Army 
demanded a halt on funding of certain parts (called “clusters”) of the JTRS project. 
JTRS would allow interoperability between US air force, maritime and land forces 
as well as between US and allied countries, and it was envisioned that JTRS 
equipment would eventually replace approximately 250,000 service-specific radios 
across the US armed forces. But now its seems as though commercial SDR will 
overtake the military, as has happened with many other areas of communications 
technology. Even so, JTRS is the biggest SDR project to date with some devices in 
service. The SCA will probably remain as a platform for SDR in the near future, but 
whether it will ever get to the stage of implementing real software for SDR is not so 
certain.

Instead, commercial companies will continue to produce more and more prototypes, 
many of which will lead to marketable products. These products will be in the form 
of combinational SDR, that is the combination of several analogue front ends with a 
switch to connect them to a common digitised IF and/or baseband portion. As 
already mentioned this design approach is not very practical as only a finite number 
of analogue front ends can be squeezed onto acceptably compact form factors. But 
this is the only way to make flexible radios in the near future, and if such products 
are interesting and exciting enough to consumers then companies will make them. 

One example has been mentioned already, British Telecom’s BT Fusion, combining 
Bluetooth with GSM.
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Another example comes from General Dynamics and Vanu Inc., who have built a 
prototype handheld radio [28] capable of switching between analogue FM two way 
radio and digital APCO Project 25 waveform, spanning 100MHz – 500MHz. An 
interesting point to note is that existing subsystems from both companies are not 
designed specifically for this prototype were combined to make a working SDR in 
just six weeks. Vanu are currently trying to sell this prototype as a Universal Public 
Safety Radio to the US market.

If these kind of two-in-one radios have commercial success it will probably not be 
long before three-, four- or more-in-one multiple combinational devices emerge, 
such as the hypothetical example given in [29] which talks of combining DECT, 
WLAN, GSM and 3G in one device. If these kinds of devices always prove to be 
more cost-effective than SDR yet offer comparable functionality, they are unlikely to 
be superseded by software radio. However, this is unlikely to be the case where a 
high number of combinations are needed: in these cases, combinational devices 
will be a temporary measure until full software radio takes over. 

E.2.3 Impulse Radio (UWB)

Impulse Radio has been incorporated as a technique of the more commonly known 
Ultra Wideband (UWB) radio concept. UWB is a fast developing area of technology, 
not least of all because regulatory authorities have started to recognise its potential 
and grant its use for commercial application [30], [31]. As established earlier in this 
document, one of the significant hurdles preventing implementation of a full SR is 
the speed of ADCs and DACs. However, impulse radio is essentially digital in 
nature and so does not require the same level of complexity of RF analogue front 
end chains as other radio designs. In fact, it may be possible to generate impulses 
fairly easily using a single chipset, entirely in software [32]. The same chipset could 
even implement a variety of different impulse radio waveforms and modulation 
techniques.

In theory, it should be possible to build a working impulse software radio today, 
using programmable pulse generators and fast ADCs. If this were done then it 
could be a simple matter of adding some basic ISP (at the ‘logic’ or ‘analysis’ 
division as in the CR matrix) to take a significant step towards the goal of building a 
CR.

There still remains the problem of how the ISP gains information for making its 
decisions, i.e. there is still no clear or easy solution to sensing the radio 
environment. But this may not be such a big problem as it first seems, since the 
whole point of UWB is to avoid interfering with other radio users. If UWB already 
causes no or little interference to other radio users, then the question arises does it 
need to sense the radio environment in the first place? The answer is no, up to a 
point. Spectrum sensing would still be a requirement if the impulse software radio 
wants to avoid interference itself, plus there are still concerns that UWB is not so 
undisruptive as many make it out to be, especially regarding interference to satellite 
communications where UWB signals are considered powerful. Also, if the power 
limit imposed upon UWB transmission is raised in the future (to allow greater range, 
for example), then UWB will start interfering with more receivers, and not just 
satellite systems. At the moment the only way to solve this problem is by 
collaborative deployment. But when useful spectrum sensing becomes a reality it
should be relatively easy to transfer algorithms currently being developed for other 
cognitive tasks and utilise them in an impulse software radio. 
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E.3 Techniques of the Distant Future

E.3.1 Machine Intuition

A machine with the ability to reason, based on its own situational awareness, is a 
long way off from becoming a reality, so much so that it is beyond the foreseeable 
future.. Current state-of-the-art in AI and cognitive science is concerned with pattern 
recognition and matching, and with reinforcement learning algorithms.

These cognitive techniques will first be used in higher OSI layers in fixed network 
infrastructure because this is less technically challenging and, as was demonstrated 
in Figure 6, paves the way for ISP at the physical layer in readiness for when 
wireless receivers eventually become wideband and accurate enough to analyse 
the radio environment.

Once cognitive techniques have been successfully applied to fixed networks and 
wireless terminals, the greatly anticipated goal of spectrum efficiency will be a real 
possibility. Other layers of the OSI model will use the same techniques to predict 
user behaviour and requirements, but this is likely to occur even further into the 
future because it is not so urgent as spectrum resourcing. Additionally it may prove 
quite difficult to recognise and predict user behaviour and requirements.

E.3.2 Full Software Radio

As already mentioned, ADC and DAC technology is one of the most significant 
limiting factors in producing a full software radio. Figure 16 showed how the 
analogue/digital interface is gradually creeping towards the antenna end of the 
radio chain. Unfortunately, it is difficult to predict the rate at which this interface 
moves:  ADCs and DACs are mixed-signal devices incorporating both analogue 
and digital technology, analogue technology progresses at a much slower rate than 
digital and ADC technology tends to progress slower than DACs.

Research into the performance trends of ADCs [33] has shown that the degradation 
in SNR due to sources of error other than quantisation noise, which can be linked 
directly to bit resolution, increases by approximately 1.5 bits every eight years, for 
any given sampling frequency. It can also be derived from [33] that, for a given bit 
resolution, the ADC sampling speed triples approximately every eight years. In [34]
the bit resolution deemed sufficient for radio applications is 12 bits and declares 
500Msps as state-of-the-art for 2005.  This agrees with the trend shown in [33]. 
Assuming this trend continues, 12-bit ADCs will be sampling at speeds of 
1500Msps in the year 2013 and 4500Msps by 2021. Of the wireless applications 
discussed in this document, the highest RF use is around 5GHz; a Nyquist 
sampling rate required to directly digitise this RF at the antenna should be available 
by the year 2029.

Once again it is emphasised that such predictions are difficult and rarely accurate, 
so these numbers should not be taken too literally, but it gives an idea to when full 
software radio might be available for use in producing a cognitive radio of the 
highest RF flexibility.
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F Current Activity
This appendix contains an overview of research and other work, taking place today, 
which is expected to develop CR.

F.1 RF Flexibility

F.1.1 Spectrum Sensing

Most of the research on CR is focusing on Spectrum Sensing Cognitive Radio, 
since improvement in spectrum efficiency is considered by many the greatest 
benefit of CR. 

The essential problem of spectrum sensing is designing high enough quality 
sensing devices and algorithms for exchanging spectrum sensing data between 
nodes in a network. Enough work has been done [9] to show that simple energy 
detection cannot guarantee accurate sensing of the presence of a signal. Research 
for more sophisticated techniques is now underway. Progress so far suggests that 
information about spectrum sensing must be exchanged between CRs regularly, 
hence the need for cognitive stacks. Indications are some form of pilot signaling 
may be required. Without this exchange, collaborative deployment of CR is needed. 
It might be possible to implement such collaboration with a degree of autonomy by 
means of network infrastructure, but this has more to do with ISP in the networking 
layer than in the physical. The result could be very flexible but dumb radios; not 
cognitive radios.

It is worth mentioning the Automatic Monitoring System (AMS), built by QinetiQ and 
TRL Technology Ltd for Ofcom, which can detect a transmission and identify the 
type of modulation being used [104]. It can also locate the transmission source by 
using a time-delay-on-arrival (TDOA) method (similar to GPS technique), whereas 
other systems use phased array antennas to direction find (DF) the signal. This 
makes the AMS smaller since phased arrays are bulky, but the drawback is that 
multiple AMS stations are required. This is not necessarily a problem because 
multiple stations would be required anyway to cover a large geographical area.

F.1.2 Real Time Channel Evaluation 

Real time channel evaluation (RTCE), which may include beacon transmissions, 
provides a way of estimating the characteristics of the radio channel prior to use 
and may also be used to indicate that a channel is in use. However this kind of 
system management should be used with care since the use of beacons or 
sounding transmissions adds to the load on spectrum usage.

F.1.3 Biomimetic Signal Analysis

Biomimetics is the extraction of good design from nature, the concept of taking 
ideas from nature and implementing them in another technology such as 
engineering or computing. It is a very old concept but only in recent years has its 
implementation emerged, due to the ability of modern technology to cope with the 
advanced techniques involved.

Apropos to CR is the way in which the brain translates minimal input into maximal 
understanding, as exhibited by the human auditory system. In recent months there 
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has been promising research in this area, with a biomimetic sound analysis 
algorithm successfully implemented on computers [76]. It is believed this algorithm 
is very similar to that used by the human brain and it has outperformed all existing 
methods of general sound analysis to date. The technique should be transferable to 
other fields of science and technology where any kind of signal measurement 
involving frequency and time is important. Since CR needs to measure spectral 
activity through time, this biomimetic algorithm could be very useful in helping it 
determine its radio environment.

F.1.4 Waveforms & Modulation

New waveforms intended for CR are emerging that are not tied to preset 
frequencies (as is the conventional case using time domain synthesis) but instead 
are synthesised in the Transform Domain allowing them to operate dynamically 
over a band of frequencies [10]. The radio environment is sampled to give a 
“snapshot”, the spectral characteristics of which are estimated, any active 
frequency components notched (or nulled), leaving the remaining unused 
frequencies for transmission of the waveform. This adaptive waveform processing 
technique still requires research into areas such as coexistence in realistic radio 
environments including multipath fading, and other users in multiple access 
schemes.

There is not a great deal of research into waveforms and modulation techniques 
concerning adaptive features. This is probably due to the myriad of fixed schemes 
that already exist. Rather than make adaptive schemes, adaptation in the selection
of schemes is more likely.

OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) seems a very suitable multiple 
access scheme for adaptively filling unused RF bands [11]. 

OFDM is a multi-carrier system in which the carrier spacing is chosen such that 
each sub-carrier is located at the first null in the spectrum of the adjacent sub-
carrier.  Each carrier may be modulated using FSK, PSK or QAM.  OFDM has good 
spectral efficiency for a large number of carriers, and may be generated fairly easily 
using digital processing methods. Its drawbacks are a high peak-to-average power 
ratio (PAPR) and the need for precise frequency and time synchronisation. OFDM 
could be very suitable for cognitive radio by “switching off” unwanted sub-carriers, 
thus producing a non-contiguous spectral occupancy which may be tailored to 
transmitting only in gaps of available spectrum.  This is illustrated Figure 7.
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Figure 15: Using OFDM to produce non-contiguous spectrum use

F.1.5 Software

Current software development, such as cellular waveform software, specifies what 
kind of waveform is needed to communicate in a particular application. This is now 
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beginning to expand into software that can implement more than one waveform at a 
time, for one or more applications simultaneously. In addition, networking software 
needs to be developed that allows CR to participate in more than one network. 

Other software development in the United States, principally through the 
Department of Defense and in academia, is in the early experimental stages. 

For a number of years the US military have developed JTRS, see part E.2.2 of 
Appendix E for more information. Closely linked to JTRS is MBITR (Multiband 
Intra/Inter Team Radio), a handheld radio that is SCA compliant but does not 
currently possess the software to be a SDR. 40,000 sets have been ordered by the 
US army.

Bowman is the UK’s equivalent to JTRS, which follows the personal role radio 
(PRR) section radio. Both technologies use aspects of software radio. There is 
effort underway to achieve interoperation between Bowman and JTRS.

Finnish researchers Elektrobit are developing a technical demonstrator of SDR for 
the military, the Sweden Defence Material Administration are interested in a SDR-
compatible Tactical Data Radio System (TDRS) and France has already got a 
multiband multirole radio (MMR) which has successfully demonstrated the feasibility 
of software radio. MMR is a SDR capable of 1.5-600MHz carrier operation covering 
HF, VHF, UHF (air) tactical military radio bands as well as TETRA. It can utilise a 
number of civilian and military waveforms, simultaneously, and is compatible with 
contemporary radios (pre-2000) [12]. France is now working on PR2 (Poste Radio 
Programmable) intended to replace older military radios, it is also expected to be 
interoperable with JTRS.

Other countries that have expressed an interest in developing military software 
radio are Japan, Australia, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Korea, Singapore, Spain 
and Turkey.

But what about commercial software radio? Originally it was envisaged that 
software radio would be of great assistance to mobile telephony, for adding features 
and for use in different parts of the world. But this as proven to be too power hungry 
for batteries and more expensive than expected, at least for the foreseeable future. 
Focus has instead shifted to base stations. “Universal” wideband base station 
chipsets, such as TelAsic’s Baseflex [13], [14], are on the US telecommunications 
market that can support all the major cellular standards, including GSM, GPRS, 
EDGE, IS-95 CDMA, WCDMA, cdma2000, and TDMA (North American). Several 
different standards can be supported simultaneously and standard types can be 
changed just by reprogramming, no hardware alterations are required. The base 
stations achieve this by using SDR techniques.

Vanu is also building a prototype software radio for interoperability between 
emergency services in America, based on a similar concept to the SDR base 
stations i.e. it will be able to use several standards such as Association of Public-
Safety Communications Officials (APCO) project 25, GSM, and SINCGARS (a 
military waveform). It is expected to operate on VHF and UHF bands, using 
analogue or digital modulation, all of which is software reconfigurable.

In terms of research, software for radio use is well established and it is the 
hardware that is the limiting factor, holding back full SR as a commercial or military 
reality. Technological progress means it is only a matter of time before fast enough 
ADCs, DACs and DSPs become a reality. Furthermore, because there is a growing 
number of companies investing into software radio, the demand for more flexible 
hardware and for software equivalents is increasing thus new business in this area 
is being created. Design methodologies for software reconfigurable waveforms in 
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particular are well established. Another significant factor in the development of 
software is that businesses can now see a clear economic reason for doing so; 
there is money to be made and saved. Indeed, companies that do not decide to 
make flexible radios may well have their days numbered. The analogue hardware 
domain of a radio is gradually shrinking, taken over by the digital software domain 
(see Figure 16). The conversion interface where digital and analogue meet is 
creeping to the left and is likely to stop only when it reaches the antenna.
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Figure 16: The radio chain is becoming more digital software, less analogue 
hardware

F.2 Intelligent Signal Processing

F.2.1 Interference Temperature

Once the problem of spectrum sensing has been overcome, there is the question of 
how to analyse it. The radio environment is based around radiated power; 
transmitters are designed so that a specified  noise floor is achieved at a given 
distance from the transmitter.  This (largely) fixed power operation makes it possible 
for the RF noise floor to rise due to the unpredictable appearance of new sources of 
interference. This causes a progressive degradation of the signal coverage.

To avoid this situation it has been accepted that interactions between transmitters 
and receivers must take place in an adaptive manner, transmitter operation cannot 
remain fixed. A new way of viewing the radio environment is being researched, 
based on a metric called interference temperature. This should quantify the sources 
of interference in a radio environment, and a limit on interference temperature could 
be used to give a worst-case characterization of the RF environment at a particular 
frequency, location and time where the receiver could be expected to operate 
satisfactorily. Interference temperature at a receiving antenna could provide an 
accurate measure for the acceptable level of RF interference under given 
circumstances, with any transmission under those circumstances considered 
unacceptable if it would increase the noise floor above the interference-temperature 
limit. On the other hand, if the interference temperature limit is not exceeded, the 
frequency, location and time could be made available to additional users [15].

F.2.2 Cognitive Science

As mentioned at the beginning of this Section, ISP may not have to be truly 
cognitive at the physical layer. A relatively small level of intelligence could produce 
highly useful and “smart” devices. Quite simple algorithms could be used to obtain 
performance targets. However, to produce a Mitola radio with intuition will require 
machine learning at all OSI layers. Machine learning is an area of artificial 
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intelligence (AI), or “cognitive science” is the preferred term nowadays due to the 
bad publicity AI has suffered. 

Cognitive science research is concerned with producing machines to automate 
human tasks requiring intelligent behaviour. Main thrusts tend to be image 
recognition (especially of faces), understanding human speech, and scheduling 
resources. This latter application has seen recent developments from the 
successful use of AI to organise military units in the Gulf War, manage network 
packet routing in telecommunications, run training simulators, control robots in 
industry and healthcare, and produce video games.

Scheduling of resources may seem the obvious benefit of AI to CR, as in 
scheduling spectrum resources. But image and voice recognition are likely to play 
an important part also. Rather than recognising an image or a voice, CR will 
recognise a radio environment, perhaps a spectral state or network condition. Just 
as in pattern recognition, a CR will use discriminant analysis, feature extraction, 
error estimation, cluster analysis, even grammatical inference and parsing 
(syntactical pattern recognition) techniques in trying to find out what spectral, 
network and user resources are available for exploitation. 

It should try to do this as efficiently as possible, optimising by statistical 
characterisation of the spectrum. As is the design philosophy of low bit-rate speech 
coding [16], a CR should (a) remove all redundancies for the spectrum picture as 
far as possible, and (b) assign available capability to process the non-redundant 
parts in an efficient manner. For example speech is intelligible whether shouted or 
whispered; therefore amplitude of a speech waveform is a redundant parameter, as 
opposed to sinusoidal wave shape which is a useful parameter. Similarly in image 
recognition, a person will recognise a face in a photograph regardless of its size or 
whether it is a colour or black and white print; therefore size and colour are 
redundant parameters, as opposed to shape and spatial ratio between facial 
features.

These parameters – colour, shape, amplitude, etc - are analogous to such things 
as frequency, time, space, code, power, etc. in radio environment recognition. But 
in CR they can also be used for diversity. Optimum performance shall be achieved 
by maximising the options for diversity and choosing the best diversity 
combinations, based on the environment recognition. CR should be able to do this 
in an increasingly efficient manner as it learns from experience.

It is important to note once again that optimum diversity combining cannot be 
achieved just by ISP at the physical layer. Layers 2 and 3 (data link and network) 
have already exhibited forms of intelligence, for example cognitive packet network 
(CPN) architectures make use of adapting packets that route themselves [17], 
learning from their own observations and the experience of other packets to avoid 
link failures, congestion, and so on, based on QoS criteria (such as latency) defined 
by the user. Multi-channel information theory [18] is a branch of ISP concerned with 
how to transmit information in networks as efficiently as possible, to obtain maximal 
data transfer. In particular it looks at the capacity of various network architectures, 
coding techniques and channel access methods.

These intelligence methods being developed for cognitive stacks as well as those in 
non-communication fields of research could be relatively easy to transfer over to 
use in the physical layer of radio for intuitive, dynamic, efficient use of spectrum. 
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F.2.3 Game Theory

As discussed near the beginning of this document, there is great interest in 
adaptive spectrum use. This has lead to considerable research and development 
into demonstrating the feasibility of cognitive radio, but much of this work has 
focused on single CR links only. While an important step forward, this is of course 
unrealistic; there will be many cognitive radios working in proximity in the real world. 
Research is now starting to focus on what could arguably, and perhaps ironically, 
be the biggest source of interference in the future radio environment: other 
cognitive radios. To make things worse, CRs’ adaptive behaviour will mean the 
interference they produce will be constantly changing.  Because of this recursive 
process, researchers are trying to answer questions such as what kind of steady 
states can be achieved in the radio environment, and under what conditions will 
they settle? The concern is that CRs might hoard spectrum (and other) resources 
for themselves and interfere with other users, rather than cooperate and share 
resources among each other. 

Game theory is a collection of mathematical models and techniques for the analysis 
of interactive decision processes, and is particularly well suited for answering these 
sorts of questions. Researchers have developed and are continuing to develop 
game theoretic tools [19] for analyzing the interactive adaptations of numerous CR 
algorithms. A game has three fundamental components; a finite set of players (in 
our case CRs), an action space based upon each CR’s options, and a set of utility 
functions quantifying the CR’s preferences over the game’s possible outcomes. In 
particular, Nash equilibria are of interest in the CR radio environment. A Nash 
equilibrium occurs when an optimal collective strategy is implemented in a game 
involving multiple players, where no player has anything to gain by changing only 
their own strategy. If each player has chosen a strategy and no player can benefit 
by changing his/her strategy while the other players keep theirs unchanged, then 
the current set of strategy choices and the corresponding payoffs constitute a Nash 
equilibrium. The consequences could be desirable or disastrous, depending on the 
game type. In the cognitive radio environment a coordination game must be played, 
where CRs cooperate together to reach a pure or mixed strategy Nash equilibrium. 
There may be a multiple number of such equilibria, where all CRs in the network 
obtain the best possible payoff under the circumstances. The alternative is a 
competition game, where CRs ‘selfishly’ compete for a good payoff. A Nash 
equilibrium can be reached in this case too but each CR would end up obtaining the 
worst possible payoff if they all behaved rationally, or at the very least a payoff 
which could be improved upon if one or more CRs behaved irrationally. In a 
competition game a single CR could obtain a great payoff at the cost of all other 
CRs, thus at the cost of the radio community as a whole. The sum of all obtainable 
payoffs in a coordination game should be greater than the sum of the payoffs in a 
competition game.

A simple example can be demonstrated by considering CRs with adaptive power 
control only. In a competition game, a CR decides on a certain transmit power level 
based on its own user’s needs only and disregards the potential to interfere with 
other CRs. In response, other CRs in the network will boost there own transmit 
power to overcome the new interferer. This in turn creates even more interference, 
so all CRs boost their power further, causing a runaway effect. Only the CR with the 
ability to “shout” over all the others will gain a payoff, and even then this is not the 
best payoff since large transmit power means large power consumption, reduced 
battery life, with quite possibly only a mediocre SNR as a result of all the increased 
noise.
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In a coordination game a CR would select a transmit power level as to not increase 
the interference to other CRs, or other CRs might reduce their own power to 
accommodate a new CR, perhaps using the measure of interference temperature 
discussed at the beginning of this subsection. Making CRs behave in this way is by 
no means a trivial task, but game theory is a deep and involving field that should 
yield solutions as how to do this.
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G Spectrum Sharing
The aim of this appendix is to highlight contemporary users that seem suitable for 
sharing with cognitive radio, based on their operating frequencies and resilience to 
interference. It suggests techniques and scenarios on sharing the spectrum 
between CRs and contemporary users, including discussion on how contemporary 
users might cope with interference from CR. Finally, it concludes which applications 
of CR (identified in part 4.1) are best suited to which sharing scenarios.

G.1 Radio Wave propagation

The propagation of radio waves has been extensively studied since the first 
demonstrations of a radio communications system in the 1890s and work continues 
to extend the understanding of propagation phenomena in response to the demand 
for improved quality and volume of services. A summary of the main uses of the 
radio spectrum for different applications, taking account of propagation 
characteristics, is given by Hall and Barclay [57]. 

Cognitively based systems might be envisaged in any part of the radio spectrum. 
However, frequencies below about 100 MHz are discounted, since there is the 
possibility of long range (international) interference due to ionospheric propagation 
(see Recommendation ITU-R P.844 [58]) and also since the wavelengths are such 
that antenna sizes for efficient operation may be large. Some cognitive (adaptive) 
systems are already in use in the HF band [59], but the major spectrum utilisation 
and economic benefits of CR technology can only be achieved if CR becomes more 
widespread, e.g. in consumer equipment.

At frequencies above 100 MHz terrestrial propagation is mainly by space wave 
where there will be well-modelled variations due to multipath reflections and scatter 
and to refractive irregularities in the troposphere. Diffraction around obstacles 
enables propagation into shadowed areas while vegetation will cause attenuation. 
These circumstances continue up to about 10GHz, although diffraction and other 
losses become more critical as the frequency increases so that propagation will be 
more restricted to line-of sight paths.

Above 10GHz the effects of attenuation in the atmosphere and attenuation and 
scatter by rain and other hydrometeors become important. As the frequencies 
increase into the millimetre wavelength range technology becomes more 
expensive. Moreover the availability of wide bandwidths reduces the immediate 
demand for intensive spectrum sharing schemes. Cognitive techniques may well be 
beneficial in this frequency range but early development may be less attractive here 
due to cost constraints.

Thus it is concluded that the most appropriate frequency range for investigation is 
between 100MHz and 10GHz. This includes the range 300 – 3000MHz Ofcom has 
dubbed the sweet spot in the Spectrum Framework Review [60]. 

Generally, for terrestrial paths in this frequency range, ionospheric propagation is 
negligible, as is atmospheric attenuation, and scatter and attenuation effects due to 
rain are also small. Propagation is affected by reflection, refraction, and diffraction, 
by topographic features and by refractive index structures in the troposphere. 
Efficient and directive antennas are reasonable in size and the necessary radio 
frequency power is easy to generate. 
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G.2 Spectrum Usage
The UK Frequency Allocation Table (FAT 2004) [61] specifies spectrum usage 
across the radio spectrum from 9 kHz to 275 GHz, i.e. 7.5 decades of frequency. 
The FAT represents many years of command and control decisions taken by 
Ofcom’s predecessors, and heavily influenced by ITU and international
agreements. The FAT is therefore long and complex, extending to 228 pages 
including annexes. The 2 decades from 100 MHz to 10 GHz alone cover 74 pages 
of the FAT and include the following 22 radio services:

• Radio Astronomy
• Aeronautical Radio-navigation
• Earth Exploration – Satellite
• Amateur
• Aeronautical Mobile
• Maritime Mobile
• Maritime Radio-navigation
• Meteorological Aids
• Broadcasting
• Broadcasting – Satellite
• Fixed
• Fixed Satellite Service
• Amateur – Satellite
• Mobile Satellite
• Land Mobile
• Radio Location
• Space Research
• Space Operation
• Mobile
• Standard Frequency and Time Signal Satellite
• Meteorological Satellite
• Radio-navigation Satellite

In addition substantial parts of the spectrum are allocated for military purposes. 
While it might well be possible to envisage the introduction of low power cognitive 
systems into such bands, the impact of CR on these services is not possible to 
assess within the scope of this project due to the sensitive nature of military 
services. Some of the contemporary services listed above, such as Standard 
Frequency and Time Signal Satellite, occupy a very small amount of spectrum such 
that the benefits of sharing with CR devices are limited. These have therefore not 
been considered further.

Figure 6 (page 45 of volume 1) showed the major civil allocations in the range 
100MHz – 10GHz. The progressive changes in usage across the frequency range, 
with rather narrow allocated bands in the VHF and UHF range and wider allocations 
at SHF, serves to demonstrate the way in which changes in both propagation 
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characteristics and of available bandwidth for high data rate communications over 
long distances have implicitly been taken into account. 

Nevertheless, examination of the FAT serves to identify service applications where 
the use of cognitive techniques might facilitate additional spectrum occupancy. 
These are where contemporary usage is variable in space and/or time. Some CR 
applications may need high information rates, necessitating the use of significant 
RF bandwidths, and the use of cognitive techniques may offer an effective means 
of selecting, combining and managing small non-contiguous spectrum portions to 
obtain the required spectrum resource. Techniques for combining non-contiguous 
spectrum portions are being examined under the Spectrum Aggregation SES 
programme.

The following LU types were therefore selected for further analysis of the impact on 
them of interference from CR devices and are considered in turn in the following 
sections:

• Analogue Land Mobile Radio
• TETRA
• DVB-T and T-DAB
• GSM 
• DECT
• UMTS
• 802.11 WLAN
• Radar
• Wimax

G.2.1 Analogue Land Mobile Radio (LMR)

Analogue land mobile radio, also known as private mobile radio (PMR) or private 
business radio (PBR) uses both VHF and UHF bands. Channels are either 12.5 or 
25 kHz wide and assigned on a national, regional or local (on-site) basis. Licensees 
generally use one or more base stations to provide the required coverage, although 
some licenses are for portable to portable communication without a base station. 
Channels for on-site or regional licenses are shared between licensees by means 
of geographical separation. A simple “squelch” control is generally used to mitigate 
interference.

Base station locations are known to Ofcom, but not hand portable locations.

Land Mobile equipment has existed for many years and is relatively 
unsophisticated. There is no power control of transmit equipment so spectrum 
usage is not efficient. The best known standard is MPT1327 for trunking of multiple 
UHF channels. Trunking enables channels to be allocated to users on a per call 
basis, allowing a much larger number of users to share a given number of radio 
channels. However most systems are not trunked and channels are therefore used 
infrequently, giving the potential for sharing with CR devices. 

Interference may have limited impact given the generally excess power used by 
land mobile systems, however typical effects include the opening of squelch which 
is annoying to users. LUs push the PTT button to use the channel for voice, so a 
CR device would probably have about 0.1 s to vacate the channel once the PTT is 
activated to avoid interfering with voice traffic. Receiver useable sensitivity is 
typically –117dBm.
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Land mobile channels are narrower band than for other LU types, and are therefore 
less prone to interference from a wideband source. LUs would notice audible 
interference; however the degradation in audio quality would be gradual. This LU 
type is therefore relatively robust against interference. LU transmissions are 
continuous rather than bursty and therefore relatively easy for a CR to detect. Also 
there are generally few mobile users for every base station and so less risk of 
interference with them.

Channels bandwidths are too small to allow high bit rate CR applications, however 
a CR could combine a number of available channels to provide greater bandwidth. 
This would have the advantage that the CR service is more reliable statistically than 
if it were reliant on a single large bandwidth channel.

G.2.2 TETRA

Terrestrial trunked radio (TETRA) is the modern digital private mobile radio (PMR) 
and public access mobile radio (PAMR) technology. It is used primarily by the 
Police and other emergency services in the UK.

TETRA offers the automatic operation and spectrum efficiency of trunking 
combined with the terminal autonomy of a conventional PMR. It provides fast call 
set-up time, group communication support, direct mode operation between radios, 
packet data and circuit data transfer services, frequency economy and security
features. TETRA uses time division multiple access (TDMA) technology with four 
user channels on one radio carrier and 25kHz spacing between carriers. 

For emergency systems in Europe the frequency band 380-385MHz paired with 
390-395MHz has been allocated. For civil systems in Europe, the frequency bands 
385-390MHz / 395-400MHz, 410-420MHz / 420-430MHz, 450-460MHz / 460-
470MHz, and 870-876MHz / 915-921MHz have been allocated.

Usage by the emergency services is highly variable and related to the duration and 
location of emergency or planned events. Networks are therefore dimensioned for 
peaks in traffic which occur infrequently, so there is scope for usage by CR devices. 
On the other hand interference with TETRA users could have serious 
consequences.

Under typical urban fading conditions (i.e. multipath delays no greater than 5 μs), 
the quality threshold for full-rate speech is reached at a C/Ic (co-channel 
interference) value of 19 dB, and the dynamic reference sensitivity level is -106 
dBm for base stations and -103 dBm for mobile equipment.

TETRA channels are narrowband and therefore offer good protection from 
wideband interference, with additional protection from the use of timeslots. Although 
TETRA is relatively robust against interference the bursty nature of transmissions 
and the safety of life usage make TETRA less suitable for sharing with CR.

G.2.3 DVB-T and Terrestrial DAB

Digital broadcasting is becoming more widespread, offering benefits in terms of 
spectrum efficiency, QOS and new services. DVB-T will completely replace 
analogue TV transmissions by 2012. The mobile variant DVB-H is already available 
in some countries and is being trialled in the UK. 

The number of DAB services is also increasing, although there are no plans as yet 
to switch off analogue audio broadcasting. Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB) 
is based on DAB and provides multimedia broadcasting including mobile TV.
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To adapt the error protection to the actual transmitting conditions, several code 
rates can be chosen. The following code rates are specified in the DVB-T system: 
1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8. The code rate 1/2 has the highest redundancy, but the 
highest transmission safety. This mode should be applied to strongly disturbed 
channels. On the other hand a code rate of 7/8 has a low redundancy but a very 
weak error protection. The Figure below shows how the required Carrier to Noise 
ratio (C/N) varies with code rate and other parameters.

Figure 17: DVB-T net bit rate and required C/N for different guard intervals (D = 
1/16 etc.), modulations (64QAM etc.) and code rates (1/2 etc.)

Currently in the UK there is a maximum of 6 DVB multiplexes per broadcast site 
(each using one 8MHz channel), together with up to 5 analogue channels, out of a 
total of 47 channels available. “Unused” channels cannot be used for high power 
transmissions due to channel re-use constraints, however low power transmissions 
can use these unused channels without causing interference to DVB receivers. In 
fact unused channels are used routinely for UHF radio microphones, with the 
required licences managed by JFMG. In principle however the process of selecting 
a suitable channel could be performed by an intelligent CR device with access to a 
database of site locations and channel assignments.

IEEE’s 802.22 (WRAN) [89] group is currently developing a standard for a cognitive 
radio-based PHY/MAC/air-interface (see p.57 of volume 1 for more details), for use 
by license-exempt devices on a non-interfering basis in spectrum that is allocated to 
the TV Broadcast Service. Ofcom’s view, expressed in the Spectrum Framework 
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Review, is that this is more likely to succeed in the US where TV spectrum usage is 
concentrated in widely separated urban areas. Nevertheless we believe that the TV 
spectrum could be used for low power CR applications if devices had a database of 
TV transmitter sites. In some cases, such as in those locations where TV sites are 
widely separated, CR devices could use higher powers. A spectrum monitoring
capability within the CR device would provide additional information to help assess 
the risk of interference with LUs.

The European OVERDRIVE/DRIVE programme has studied the possibility of 
dynamic spectrum allocation for sharing UMTS and DVB either in time or in space. 
It shows a capacity benefit of around 30% when sharing in time and 47% when 
sharing in space compared to a fixed spectrum allocation. Although CR is not 
considered, the project shows the potential benefit of sharing the TV frequency 
band. 

Figure 21 shows that DVB-T is reasonably robust in the presence of noise, 
particularly for lower bitrate variants. In addition receivers generally use highly 
directional rooftop antennas which would provide good isolation against 
interference from CR devices, whereas DAB receiver antennas have no directivity. 
DVB-T transmissions are continuous and therefore relatively easy to detect. On the 
other hand interference spikes cause serious disruption to DVB-T receivers lasting 
for a second or so, which can be annoying to users. There is however a large 
amount of DVB spectrum available.

G.2.4 GSM

GSM stands for Global System for Mobile Communications and is the worlds most 
popular cellular communications system. GSM operates in various bands as 
indicated in the table below, of which the EGSM, GSM-R and DCS (digital cross-
connect system) bands are used in the UK.

Operating Band UL Frequencies DL frequencies

GSM450 Band 450.4 MHz to 457.6 MHz 460.4 MHz to 467.6 MHz

GSM 480 Band 478,8 MHz to 486 MHz 488,8 MHz to 496 MHz

GSM 850 Band 824 MHz to 849 MHz 869 MHz to 894 MHz

primary GSM 900 Band 890 MHz to 915 MHz 935 MHz to 960 MHz

Extended GSM 900 Band 
(EGSM)

880 MHz to 915 MHz 925 MHz to 960 MHz

Railways GSM 900 Band (GSM-
R)

876 MHz to 915 MHz 921 MHz to 960 MHz

DCS 1800 Band 1710 MHz to 1785 MHz 1805 MHz to 1880 MHz

PCS 1900 Band 1850 MHz to 1910 MHz 1930 MHz to 1990 MHz

Table 3: GSM Frequency bands

GSM uses a combination of Time- and Frequency-Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA/FDMA), i.e. 200 kHz channels each of which is divided into 8 timeslots. The 
GSM standard allows slow frequency hopping to alleviate multipath fading. Other 
characteristics of GSM are power control and discontinuous transmission and 
reception to reduce interference and battery consumption.
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Under typical urban fading conditions (i.e. multipath delays no greater than 5 µs), 
the GSM quality threshold for full-rate speech is reached at a C/I value of 
approximately 9 dB. The maximum sensitivity is approximately -104dBm for base 
stations and GSM mobiles.

A CR device could potentially use unused timeslots although this would be 
technically challenging to achieve. Alternatively whole channels may be unused at 
certain times e.g. at night.

The location of base stations is voluntarily provided by operators to Ofcom and 
published on Ofcom’s Sitefinder website2, however mobile locations are not known 
and often move at high speed e.g. in trains or cars, making it difficult for CR devices 
to avoid interfering with LUs. GSM operators are constantly monitoring traffic levels 
and optimising networks so they are already reasonably spectrally efficient. On the 
other hand there are strong diurnal variations in traffic so off-peak times could 
potentially be used by CR devices.

GSM is similar to TETRA with respect to robustness against interference, although 
it has a slightly wider band.

G.2.5 DECT

Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunication (DECT) is another ETSI standard 
for digital wireless technology. DECT is a technology that makes it possible to talk 
wirelessly via an ordinary telephone connection at a range of up to 300 metres. 
DECT was standardised in 1992 as a pan-European specification for short-range 
cordless telephones, wireless PBXs (Private Branch eXchange), public access 
service and wireless local loops. DECT was seen as a good solution to the 
emerging problems in controlling widely differing types of cordless telephony in the 
market. Other problems overcome by introducing a common standard were the 
inadequate security against eavesdropping and the use of diverse and prohibited 
frequency bands.

The DECT radio interface is based on the Multi Carrier, Time Division Multiple 
Access, Time Division Duplex (MC/TDMA/TDD) radio access methodology. The 
most common DECT frequency allocation uses 10 carrier frequencies (MC) in the 
1880 to 1900 MHz range.

A receiver sensitivity of -83dBm is required to achieve a Bit Error Rate (BER) of 
0.001, and the receiver can use a physical channel for transmission or reception 
provided the signal strength on the channel is less than -33dBm.

DECT features continuous Dynamic Channel Selection and Allocation. All DECT 
equipment is obliged to regularly scan – its local radio environment - at least once 
every 30 seconds. This mechanism ensures that radio links are set-up on the least 
interfered channel available. DECT devices are therefore reasonably robust against 
interference, although DECT equipment is fairly cheap. In addition DECT has been 
less successful than originally anticipated and DECT radios are low-powered so the 
spectrum is likely to be under-utilised, particularly outside urban and sub-urban 
areas. On the other hand DECT is licence-exempt and base station locations are 
unknown.

  
2 Base stations are not uniformly distributed across the country, thus the distance between 
any given location and the nearest base station is highly variable.
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G.2.6 UMTS

The Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) as specified by the 
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) was formally adopted by the ITU as a 
member of its family of IMT-2000 Third Generation Mobile Communication 
standards in November 1999. UMTS Systems are intended to provide global 
mobility with a wide range of services including telephony, paging, messaging, 
Internet and broadband data. UMTS uses WCDMA with a 5 MHz carrier and has 
been allocated bands worldwide as indicated in the following table, of which only 
Band I is in use in the UK (see Table 4). UMTS uses fast power control to maximise 
spectrum efficiency. The base station reference sensitivity level is between -
107dBm and -121dBm for 12.2kbps data rate, dependent on the type of base 
station.

Operating 
Band

UL Frequencies DL frequencies

I 1920 –1980 MHz 2110 –2170 MHz

II 1850 – 1910 MHz 1930 – 1990 MHz

III 1710 –1785 MHz 1805 –1880 MHz

IV 1710 – 1755 MHz 2110 – 2155 MHz 

V 824 – 849 MHz 869 – 894 MHz

VI 830 – 840 MHz 875 – 885 MHz

Table 4: UMTS frequency bands

UMTS users are separated by orthogonal codes, so the UMTS system capacity is 
mainly limited by the interference power and received signal power. The UMTS 
system also has the ability to control the power adaptively to overcome 
interference. As the UMTS channel bandwidth is 5MHz, it is likely to be tolerant of 
narrow band interference. Interference would reduce the capacity (and coverage) of 
the UMTS system by increasing the cell noise rise. The wideband nature of UMTS 
makes LU usage slightly more difficult to detect than that of other LU types. 

CR devices could in principle use orthogonal codes to minimise interference with 
UMTS, however this would be complicated to achieve and would require 
considerable cooperation from the 3G operator(s). Nevertheless this would enable 
CR users to set up links that would not need to go via the UMTS base station, and 
to choose the most appropriate UMTS network based on e.g. which had the most 
available capacity. UMTS usage has a similar pattern to GSM usage, with a strong 
diurnal variation and spare capacity at off-peak times. If spectrum were available in 
the UMTS band then a user could use a UMTS terminal (UE) to access this in a 
conventional manner. However a user might not want to carry a UE as well as a CR 
device if the latter has superior functionality etc. 

G.2.7 WLAN

The most common WLAN standard is the IEEE 802.11 family, also known as WiFi. 
802.11a (5 GHz, 54 Mbps raw data rate), 802.11b (2.4 GHz, 11 Mbps) and 802.11g 
(2.4 GHz, 54 Mbps) are the best known of these. All use licence-exempt spectrum 
and must comply with Ofcom’s Interface Requirements IR2005/2006 as 
appropriate, which limit the maximum radiated power.
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WiFi uses carrier sense multiple access/collision-avoidance (CSMA/CA) which is a 
type of listen-before-talk protocol. A major advantage of CSMA/CA is that it can 
operate in shared bands with radios utilising different MAC and or PHY layers. 

Receiver sensitivity varies with the required data rate: for 6Mbits/s, the minimum 
sensitivity is about –82dBm, compared to –65dBm for 54Mbits/s. The use of 
CSMA/CA means that WLAN can tolerate significant interference provided it is not 
continuous. Nevertheless the 2.4 GHz band in particular is already heavily used by 
WLAN and other devices.

CR devices can already operate in the licence-exempt bands provided they are 
compliant with Ofcom’s Interface Requirements. There is no obligation on CR users 
to protect WLAN users. The best approach for a CR device would probably be to 
employ the same CSMA/CA protocol when using these bands.

G.2.8 Radar

Radar is used to identify objects such as aircraft, often for critical services such as 
air traffic control. Table 5 lists most common radar bands and their usage. In many 
cases the radar rotates or scans the area of interest, so CR devices could in 
principle use the spectrum when the scanning receiver is not pointing at the CR 
device. On the other hand radar receivers are extremely sensitive and antennas 
may have complex multiple side lobes: certainly radar are known for having poor 
front-to-back ratios. Interference from a device which is not correlated with the radar 
pulsing will appear as a radius of noise on the radar screen.
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Band Frequency Usage

HF 3-30 MHz
Coastal radar systems; over-the-horizon 
(OTH) radars

P < 300 MHz
VHF 50-330 MHz Very long range; ground penetrating

UHF 300-1000 MHz
Very long range (e.g. ballistic early warning); 
ground penetrating; foliage penetrating

L 1-2 GHz
Long range air traffic control and 
surveillance

S 2-4 GHz
Terminal air traffic control; long range 
weather; marine radar

C 4-8 GHz Satellite transponders; weather 

X 8-12 GHz

Missile guidance; marine radar; weather; 
medium-resolution mapping and ground 
surveillance

Ku 12-18 GHz High-resolution mapping; satellite altimetry

K 18-27 GHz

Used for detecting clouds by meteorologists; 
and by police for detecting speeding 
motorists 

Ka 27-40 GHz

Mapping; short range; airport surveillance; 
Photo radar; used to trigger cameras which 
take pictures of license plates of cars running 
red lights

V 40-75 GHz  

W 75-110 GHz

Used as a visual sensor for experimental 
autonomous vehicles; high-resolution 
meterological observation 

Table 5: Radar frequency bands

There is a large amount of spectrum allocated to radar in the UK, notably 2.7 to 3.4 
GHz. This “radar band” was examined as part of the recent Independent Audit of 
Spectrum Holdings (Cave Audit) [78] which reported in December 2005, and 
concluded that new spectrum sharing techniques should be examined through a 
testing programme in this band. Two separate reports were commissioned as part 
of the audit work:

• “QinetiQ Bandsharing Concepts” by QinetiQ demonstrated sharing of a 
WLAN terminal with a high power radar in this band [80]

• “Review of Bandsharing Solutions” by Roke Manor Research identified 
a cellular communications system as the best candidate for sharing with 
radars in this band, and estimated that over 50% of the radar spectrum 
could be shared through spatial sharing [79]

In the case of the QinetiQ work, the WLAN terminal was modified to switch off when 
the radar was pointing at it. This is a real example of how cognitive techniques can 
enable sharing without affecting the LU.

Many military radars employ Electronic Counter Counter Measures (ECCM), which 
enable it to frequency hop to avoid enemy jamming. ECCM would enable a radar to 
mitigate interference caused by other devices sharing the same spectrum.  Any 
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proposal to share the radar band would require a detailed assessment by the Public 
Sector Safety Test Group (PSSTG) due to the critical importance of radars in this 
band to aviation safety.

G.2.9 WiMAX

WiMax is a developing standard for point to point and point to multipoint links which 
is rapidly gaining popularity. WiMax is the "brand name" for the IEEE standards 
family 802.16. Its key feature is that it may ultimately be fitted as standard to laptop 
and desktop PCs. Whereas many broadband wireless products have evolved out of 
the minimal data capabilities provided on cellular networks, WiMax has evolved 
from the high speed data technology provided over short ranges by WiFi.

WiMax is based on OFDM technology which is highly suitable for wireless high 
capacity data transmissions. 802.16a (since replaced by 802.16-2004) was 
designed for static devices only, whereas 802.16e is intended for mobile users. The 
original 802.16 standard operates in the 10–66GHz frequency band and requires 
line-of-sight towers. The 802.16a extension, ratified in January 2003, uses a lower 
frequency of 2–11GHz, enabling non-line-of-sight connections.

WiMax can use various channel bandwidths and modulations up to 256QAM. 
Receiver sensitivity depends on the modulation and channel bandwidth (in MHz) as 
follows: 

• QPSK: -93.2+10log(BW) dBm
• 16QAM: -86.2 +10log(BW) dBm
• 64QAM: -80+10log(BW) dBm

For an uncoded signal and 10-3 BER, the required SNIR is: 
• QPSK: 9.8dB
• 16QAM:16.8dB
• 64QAM: 23.0dB

The MAC protocol of IEEE 802.16a has been designed to operate in a dedicated 
frequency allocation. The current protocol would have difficulties in accommodating 
interference generated by other systems occupying the same frequency bands if 
the SNIR limits above were exceeded. 

G.2.10 Summary

Table 6 summarises the impact of interference. It can be concluded that the 
following four contemporary user types would suffer least from interference with CR 
devices:

• Analogue land mobile radio
• DVB-T
• Radar
• WiMax

Another consideration is the likely emergence of Ultra Wide Band (UWB) devices. 
These will transmit over large bandwidths at very low power (-41.3 dBm/MHz 
between 3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz), below the noise floor of most existing receivers, 
and will probably be used for wireless Personal Area Networks, i.e. very short range 
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applications. CR devices will need to transmit at much higher powers for most of 
the applications considered, and are therefore unlikely to be affected by UWB 
devices. UWB devices will probably not be seriously affected by CR devices (or 
LUs) because of the very large bandwidth. And the addition of UWB devices will 
add little to the interference caused to LUs by CRs. Therefore we do not consider 
UWB to impact on the conclusions drawn in this section.
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Table 6: The impact of interference on each LU type
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Table 6: The impact of interference on each LU type (continued)

G.3 Assessment of CR Applications

Having outlined the important contemporary user types and how they might co-exist 
with CR devices, we now turn to the types of applications that CR devices might 
support. As indicated above, CR devices will seek to minimise the impact on 
contemporary users but are likely to have some impact nevertheless.

In general CR applications that have spectrum requirements which are inversely 
correlated with those of contemporary users would be ideal. In practice however 
many potential CR applications will be positively correlated with contemporary 
usage, e.g. demand for both occurring at similar times (such as cellular busy hour) 
or in similar locations (such as urban areas). We also need to identify applications 
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which maximise the benefits of CR technology, including increased capacity, 
flexibility, and rapid deployment.

Since the meeting with industry members, two more applications have been added 
to those in Table 1 (page 44 of volume 1) considered as potential CR applications: 
multimedia wireless networking and extending fixed networks.

For further analysis of these applications it was necessary to clarify these broad 
categories, or identify more specific applications, as follows:

• Extending mobile networks: Increasing cellular network voice traffic
capacity

• Over night back-up system: Multi-building to a central backup location 
for a large campus organisation e.g. an airport

• Outside broadcast: Remote camera video link to a central control 
vehicle or building

• Open-air events: Land mobile voice communication using a central 
base station

• Mobile Video services:
− Messaging: Video (or audio) downloads to portable phone or 

multimedia player, e.g. video on demand programmes or MP3 
files; we describe this application as mobile multimedia download

− Streaming: Video distribution e.g. mobile TV
− Video Telephony: person to person

• Covert military radio: This was not considered further as this 
programme is focused on commercial applications of CR.  It is worth 
noting that the defence community has been supporting the introduction 
of SDR devices through the JTRS (joint tactical radio systems) 
programme;

• Emergency radio system: Video distribution system from camera 
mounted on fire helmet to fire engine;

• Multi-technology phone: This was not considered further as such a 
device would use existing networks with the full cooperation of existing 
network operators;

• Wireless networking: 
− For broadband connectivity of portable devices (laptop, PDA, etc.) 

to the internet
− For multimedia distribution (video and audio) around the home. 

Video and audio distribution around homes is likely to increase, 
but available methods such as WLAN have limited capacity and 
are not well suited to such applications, especially when HDTV 
becomes widely available

• Extending Fixed Networks: Increasing fixed data network capacity for 
residential wireless broadband.

Some applications may require a significant investment in network infrastructure, 
and operators may be reluctant to invest in services which use spectrum whose 
availability cannot be guaranteed. On the other hand if the CR devices are very 
flexible then the probability of “network busy” is very small. In any case the lack of 
guaranteed spectrum has not prevented operators building substantial WiFi 
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networks, for example in large metropolitan areas. The requirements for each 
application are presented in the Table 7, an assessment of their suitability for CR 
technology is given in Table 8.

Table 7:  CR Application Requirements
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Table 8: Suitability of Applications to Use of CR Technology
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G.4 Conclusions & Recommendations on Spectrum Sharing

G.4.1 Applications suited to CR

To share spectrum between a contemporary user and a CR system in a safe and 
reliable way presents significant technical challenges. This is particularly so with 
today’s radio systems making use of the diverse modulation and spread spectrum 
techniques available. The exact nature and functionality of any proposed CR 
system must be carefully considered with respect to all of the contemporary 
systems with which it is liable to be operating. The varied nature of existing 
contemporary systems also presents a significant challenge to cognitive radio 
especially those systems which only transmit intermittently or have many users 
such as cellular radio systems. Nevertheless, we have identified four applications in 
particular which we believe may be well suited to CR technology and which warrant 
further analysis:

• Mobile multimedia download. This consists of download of music and/or 
video clips to portable devices. A high level of client mobility may be 
involved. File download over a CR device would require some protocol 
mechanism to ensure the restart of a session, without data loss, should 
the CR loose its connection to the shared spectrum, due to spectrum 
switching. This will be discussed in the next section. This application 
would require moderate data rates and near-ubiquitous coverage so 
DVB-T may be the most appropriate LU type to share with.

• Emergency radio system. The services required for emergency 
communications may include video sessions, voice calls, text messages 
and alarm services. High levels of client mobility will be involved. Some 
form of robust control channel mechanism must be provided in an 
emergency CR network, if the operating channel fails there must be a 
reference channel whereby the node can exchange information about 
occupied channels. If the control channel becomes unavailable, the 
whole network will become inactive. A moderate data rate is required 
and localised coverage only, so any of DVB-T, Radar,  WiMAX or 
Analogue Land Mobile Radio may be appropriate.

• Broadband wireless networking. This is envisaged as a Hot Spot type 
scenario, with nomadic level of mobility only. Users may send and 
receive e-mails, browse the Web and transfer files. Session continuity is 
not of paramount importance, however protocol support for continuity of 
file download after a channel switch would be preferable.  A high data
rate is required but CR users may accept more limited coverage, e.g. in 
localised hot spots. The most appropriate LU types may therefore be 
DVB-T, Radar or WiMAX.

• Multimedia wireless networking. Continuity of links is more important for 
this application if video and audio content is being streamed to remote 
screens and speakers, so protocol support for session continuity on 
channel switching would be required. On the other hand channel 
switching is likely to be infrequent if DVB-T spectrum is used due to 
continuous LU transmissions from static broadcast antennas. Again a 
high data rate is required so the most appropriate LU types may be 
DVB-T, Radar or WiMAX. If “unused” UHF spectrum were used then a 
Freeview type set top box could scan for available spectrum.
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G.4.2 Detailed Protocol Analysis

A detailed protocol analysis of the applications proposed above is dependent on the 
results of detailed research. Some of this research is outlined as follows. DARPA 
have identified the four main areas of functionality of a Cognitive Radio as spectrum 
sensing, spectrum management, spectrum mobility and spectrum sharing [62].

Spectrum sensing is essentially a physical layer function, whereby a cognitive radio 
must adapt to its environment by detecting ‘spectrum holes’ i.e. available pieces of 
spectrum that may be used for opportunistic transmission.

Spectrum management functionality is a process of analysis and decision making, 
performed by the upper layers of the protocol stack, on the unused spectrum 
bands, detected through spectrum sensing. This will allow the network to 
characterize the different spectrum bands and decide which band can be best 
exploited to meet the user requirements. In addition to channel operating frequency 
and bandwidth, channel capacity is the most important factor for spectrum 
characterization.

Spectrum mobility gives rise to a new type of handoff, called spectrum handoff, 
which may occur with deteriorating channel conditions, or upon the return of the 
primary user to the channel. In such a case, protocols at different layers of the 
protocol stack must adapt to the new channel parameters. It is important that 
mobility management protocols can learn in advance about the duration of 
spectrum handoff (by some sensing algorithm). Any latency should be handled by 
the mobility management protocols to ensure minimal performance degradation to 
the application during a spectrum handoff. Specific examples of support for mobility 
management may be: to put a TCP connection in to a ‘wait state’ until the spectrum 
handoff is over, or,  the case of FTP, to store the packets transmitted during a 
spectrum handoff.

Spectrum sharing may, in some ways, be regarded as a MAC layer issue, as 
encountered in contemporary systems. A specific challenge arises due to the 
coexistence of the CR with licensed users: i.e. when a CR node transmits packets, 
it needs to be aware, from the spectrum sensing algorithm, of the spectrum usage 
in its vicinity. In addition, spectrum access needs to be coordinated by some MAC 
layer functionality, to prevent collisions that may be caused by CR nodes from 
accessing the same spectrum at the same time.

Work on network addressing in CR networks is very much in its infancy. Ideas have 
been put forward, based on the possibility of using IPv6 in CR networks. However, 
there is no substantial information on CR network addressing at this time. 

Routing in CR networks is, again, an issue very much in the research stage. Two 
main models have been proposed, each describing a different level of 
interdependence between route selection and spectrum management. Firstly, in 
decoupled route selection and spectrum management the route selection is 
performed independently (using different layers of the protocol stack) from 
spectrum management. This scenario may typically apply to a single hop network. 
Secondly Cross Layer functionality defines a method whereby the route selection 
process is dependent on spectrum management (protocol layers are dependent on 
each others ‘results’). A Cross Layer solution would typically be used in a Multi 
Node Ad Hoc CR network, used for example in the emergency services scenario 
[63].  This functionality brings with it the need for more intelligent routing protocols.
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The amount of additional infrastructure required for a CR network rollout would 
depend on the services required by that network (and their bandwidth and quality of 
service requirements) and the number of users within a given area. CR networks 
can, and probably will, be collocated with existing infrastructure, however, if the 
capacity demands of the CR network exceed that of existing networks, then more 
infrastructure would be required.

It is very difficult to formulate any estimations of cost for such networks at this 
stage. This will only come as the technology develops into a more tangible entity. 

G.4.3 Spectrum Sharing Techniques

The work described in this appendix also identified techniques that CRs should use 
when coexisting with particular contemporary users. In particular the following 
suggestions are made:  

• Analogue land mobile radio: Activity factors are low, the base station 
locations are known, and LU receivers are relatively robust against 
interference. Therefore CRs could use a database of base station 
locations together with local spectrum monitoring to identify temporal 
gaps in usage. Additional measures may be required to mitigate the 
hidden node problem.

• DVB-T: There is a large amount of spectrum available, and LU 
receivers are reasonably robust against interference. The fact the 
spectrum is Interleaved here would enable nationwide coverage of CR 
services in this band. CRs could use a database of transmitter 
locations, and spectrum monitoring to take account of spatial variations 
in LU coverage.

• Radar: There is a considerable amount spectrum available, and some 
Radars can mitigate the impact of interference by shifting frequency. 
CRs would use a database of radar locations as well as local sensing to 
synchronise with the radar rotation rate.

• WiMax: There is a useful amount of FWA spectrum available, and 
802.16h in particular will be reasonably robust against interference. A 
database could provide a CR with all fixed LU transmitter locations. 
Local sensing would then tell the CR which channels were in use.
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H Control Techniques

H.1 Methods of Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS)

H.1.1 Dynamic Frequency Selection in 802.16

DFS is used for operation in license-exempt bands, as used by WirelessHUMAN, 
which is part of the IEEE 802.16 standard (also known as WiMAX / WirelessMAN). 
The WirelessHUMAN standard sets out the requirements for operation in the 
license-exempt bands below 11 GHz, where DFS and active power control are 
mandatory to ensure non-interference to existing primary users [63]. In practice, 
DFS will also be used to prevent mutual interference with other 802.16 installations, 
and the like. DFS is not required for operation in licensed bands, where QoS is to 
be maintained by frequency planning and Automatic Retransmission requests 
(ARQ).

Channel measurements must be obtained by the Base Station (BS) before it begins 
transmission on a new channel or a channel previously occupied by a primary user, 
as well as during operation. Both BS and Subscriber Stations (SS) must have a 
means to detect the presence of primary users and cease operation in a channel if 
primary users are detected. A BS may make channel measurements directly or 
send a report request to instruct a SS to carry out the measurements. The 802.16 
standard specifies that DFS must detect signals above -64 dBm. DFS is generally 
based on comparison of idle-time Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) with 
carrier-to-noise ratios.

A key license-exempt band for 802.16 use is the range around 5 GHz. Further 
details on the regulatory requirements for operation around this frequency with 
particular regard to DFS requirements can be found in European 
Radiocommunications Committee (ERC) document ERC/DEC/(99)23 [64] and 
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) document EN 301 893 
[65]. 

The DFS system must be capable of switching between 14 channels in 330 MHz for 
operation and must choose channels at random to ensure overall even distribution 
of spectrum usage. The DFS parameters specified in [65] are channel availability 
check time of 60 s, channel move time of 10 s, channel closing transmission time of 
260 ms, and a non-occupancy time of 30 min in a channel in which a primary user
has been detected.
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An outline of the operation of the DFS system is shown in Figure 18 below.
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Figure 18:  Outline operation of DFS system

H.1.2 Free channel search – as used in military radios

Free channel search (FCS) is a method for providing spectral economy in situations 
where individual transmissions are present for only part of the time. The basic 
principle is to search for a channel when it is required. 

The FCS mode is included on a number of military radios. The method also forms 
part of the thinking associated with cognitive radio design. 

If the clear channel is determined at the station wishing to transmit, there can be 
situations in which the channel is not clear at the receiver station. One mechanism 
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is that a receiver is near the mid-point between the transmitter from which it is 
receiving signals (the extant link) and another that is searching for a clear channel. 
The transmitter which is searching may be out of range of the extant transmitter, 
and therefore select the channel, but close enough to the extant receiver to cause 
interference. A similar mechanism can arise if a receiver is sufficiently close to a 
transmitter for interference to arise on adjacent channels. In this case, a remote 
transmitter may select a channel for transmission, without being aware of the 
interference caused to the receiver by a nearby transmitter on a different frequency. 

If the channel is confirmed by polling the receiver, the situation is improved, 
although clearly this does require some form of robust channel from the receiver to 
the transmitter. Even so, there is a failure mechanism, which can arise in situations 
where path loss is not a simple function of distance. Interference is possible if 
terrain effects are such that neither the new transmitter nor the new receiver can 
detect the extant transmitter, but the extant receiver will suffer interference from the 
new transmitter. If there is potential for local interference to arise between a new 
transmitter and an extant receiver on a different frequency, the channel selection 
can fail by the same mechanism, since neither the new transmitter nor the new 
receiver will be aware of the extant transmitter.

Frequency hopping and other techniques which fall under the heading of spread 
spectrum, using the term in its most general sense, can be effective in situations 
where a relatively large number of transmitters have a small transmit-to-idle ratio. 
Some level of interference is accepted and must be accommodated by measures 
such as the addition of error correction or system design such that some probability 
of link failure is acceptable.  Clearly the overall traffic capacity of the system will be 
reduced but, in some circumstances, this may be a smaller overhead than is 
required to implement other systems.

H.1.3 HF (3-30MHz) STANAG 4538

Real time frequency selection methods at HF have been researched for many years 
due to the spatio-temporal variability of the HF channel. As a consequence, Real 
Time Channel Evaluation (RTCE), Automatic Link Establishment (ALE), Automatic 
Link Maintenance (ALM), Automatic Radio Control Systems (ARCS) have all been 
areas of intense activity and NATO standards. Some of the methods and technical 
issues within the standards, where scanning techniques are used to select the best 
channel, are introduced below.

H.1.3.1 Use of Link Quality Analysis (LQA) scores

Synchronous scanning (as used in HF-3G)

The use of LQA scores for channel (frequency) selection can have both advantages 
and disadvantages. 

In a synchronised system (i.e. all the radio step through a scan list simultaneously), 
such as HF-3G, the use of LQA (channel ranking) based on soundings can 
introduce a delay in Link Set Up (LSU) as the transmitter has to wait till the desired 
channel is being scanned in the scan list. On the other hand, the probability of a 
successfully link is increased due to a wise channel selection. In a synchronous 
system, the decision as to whether sounding is used will require a trade-off of the 
following:
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• Sounding can decrease the on-air transmission time when attempting to 
place a call due to a wise channel selection choice (thus improving 
LPI/D);

• In good propagation conditions sounding may be less efficient since 
most channels may be “good enough” and there may not be a need to 
wait for the “best” channel to come round in the scan list (3G); 

• In poor propagation conditions sounding may increase the probability of 
successful link first time at the expense of scanning delays (3G), 
however this may be better than the number of tries/fails without 
sounding because the on-air transmission time may be reduced.

Scan delays can be further increased if Listen Before Transmit (LBT) is employed 
on a channel, since when a channel is busy it will not be used and the transmitter 
will have to wait for the next ranked channel to be scanned.

Asynchronous scanning (2G)

In asynchronous scanning, there is no scanning delay in commencing the call 
protocol using LQA data on an asynchronous network. This is because the calling 
channel can be used immediately. For example, if channel 3 is needed to call, then 
there is no need to wait for the scan sequence to complete – channel 3 can be used 
immediately. There may, however, be a delay before the call is responded to (which 
forms part of the delay budget for the calling protocol). The argument for using 
asynchronous scanning is where the delay should reside – in the calling protocol or 
the initiation of the call, since the transmitter will not wait to start transmitting on the 
selected channel (except for LBT if implemented).

In an asynchronous network, no time penalties are incurred by the use of LQA in 
channel selection and will always provide a benefit to link establishment. However, 
regular sounding broadcasts are required to update LQA database. This increases 
the traffic loading on a network. However, on a heavily loaded network, sounding 
may not be a critical since LQA information can be derived from fortuitous
observation of any ALE traffic.
Listen Before Transmit (LBT)

Prior to placing a call, both 2G and 3G do a LBT. In general this identifies whether a 
channel is occupied with voice, FSK or PSK data. 

Trunked calling

This involves using separate calling and traffic channels. A set of channels is 
assigned for calling. When a station wishes to send data they first establish a link 
on a free calling channel and, as part of the call, negotiate a traffic channel. LBT is 
used to assess the traffic channel prior to negotiation. The linked pair then changes 
to the traffic channel to transmit their data. This frees up the calling channel for 
other stations wishing to place a call to use.
Net mobility (static versus mobile)

The applicability of the frequency selection method for mobile networks will be 
influenced by the mobility of the net members. This is because the optimum 
frequency will change as the length of propagation is changed. The size of the net 
will influence the choice of channel selection technique. In heavily loaded nets it 
may be advantageous to use a trunked technique so that stations attempting to link 
have an increased probability of doing so due to the lack of data on the channel.
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H.2 Database driven control techniques

H.2.1 Overview

One simple method of controlling the CR frequency selection process is by using 
spectrum users database. Key advantages and disadvantages of the database 
approach were summarised in Table 4 (page 52 of volume 1), and are described in 
more detail next.

In any scenario where CRs are to be deployed, transparency and a clear audit trail 
of spectrum use will be required, particularly if income or interference is to be 
realised and resolved. The database control method has the advantages of being 
easy to implement, and since contemporary user regions are known, any hidden 
node issues can be resolved easily. The approach will also require no modifications 
to contemporary users.

The database approach also has its disadvantages. For example, the need to 
maintain an accurate database may be costly, but failure to maintain the records 
could result in interference to contemporary users by CRs. (The interference, 
however, could be used as an incentive to maintain the database.) Transmitting the 
database to the CRs could also be challenging, even more so if over-the-air 
updating is performed, which may require a CR control channel. The control 
technique may not be highly dynamic and exploit all the features possible from a 
radio using cognitive technologies.

In the emergency scenario developed, deployment would be preceded by a 
planning phase where frequency requirements (e.g. 100 channels needed in 
Borough) are matched to the holes in spectrum identified in the spectrum register. 
This phase would then be followed by a frequency assignment phase where the 
frequencies allocated are programmed (radio 1 has frequency F1, radio 2, F2 etc) 
into the radio.

The key elements of the spectrum register (database) needed are illustrated in 
Table 9. Many of the elements may be subsets of those used to define the 
spectrum rights. Every time a frequency is used from the register by a CR, a token 
must be placed in the register to ensure that other users are not allocated the same 
frequency inappropriately.

Parameters not traditionally considered part of a spectrum register, such as times of 
operation (9), willingness to share (10) and trading basis (11), could all be used to 
aid sharing. Such information could be used by the CR to increase the pool of 
frequencies available.
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Item Spectrum Database contents

1 Frequencies being used

2 System bandwidth

3 Transmitter geographic position

4 Transmitter heights

5 Transmitter power

6 Receiver location(s) or regions

7 Receiver heights

8 Receiver sensitivity

9 Times of operation

9a Always but random

9b Max usage between ww-xx hours

9c Min usage between  yy-aa hours

9d Average call duration (seconds – minutes)

…. …. 

10 Willing to share with: 

10a narrow band comms

10b wideband comms systems

10c short range radar devices

10d Systems not transmitting >10W at 30km

11 Trading basis: 

11a Relinquish primary user status

11b Equal priority

11c With secondary users only

11d Short term opportunistic use

Table 9. Typical parameters held in the spectrum database

H.2.2 Trunked CR deployment  

To consider the deployment challenges, a trunked (all communications passing 
through a central CR hub) radio system is first considered in Figure 19.

In the basic scenario, the planning phase would start by the central CR node 
interrogating the spectrum register for unlicensed PMR bands in the target 
deployment region. The central CR node would then be responsible (including any 
interference calculations) for assigning appropriate frequencies from the database 
to other CR radios. The frequency selection/assignment process is outlined in 
Figure 20.
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Figure 19: Central node interrogates a data-base of licensed users in Regions 1 
and 2, predicts interference before assignments are made.

To ensure that the interference is not caused to victims in neighbouring regions 
(which may have legitimately allocated the frequency about to be used), an 
interference prediction must be performed. The victim receiver characteristics 
required would be obtained from the spectrum database.

To enhance what is essentially a command and control process, albeit (hopefully) 
more dynamic, certain strategies could be employed to disseminate the data to the 
radios. For example, the critical spectrum register could be accessed by the CR 
node using a fixed infrastructure (e.g. internet). Alternatively, dedicated beacon 
transmitters could be used to broadcast the local regional registers (i.e. in regions 
1, 2 and 3). There is also considerable technical scope on how the frequencies are 
assigned to each deployed CR radio. This could range from configuration via a 
physical network prior to deployment, to broadcasting the frequencies and 
configurations to each CR through a dedicated engineering (nationally available) 
radio channel. 
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Figure 20: Process to assign frequencies to CR radio users

H.2.3 Ad-hoc CR deployment

The above trunked solution is perhaps the most basic scenario. A more complex 
scenario is a network deployment as illustrated in Figure 21. To allocate channels 
to each radio which do not interfere with each other, or with legitimate users in 
neighbouring regions, a solution using a spectrum register coupled to GPS-based 
CR could be used. To achieve connectivity, the spectrum register (of unassigned 
frequencies) for all the neighbouring regions must be pre-programmed into each 
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CR radio (to ensure that the spectrum view for each CR is identical). At switch-on, 
the CR use their GPS position, details of the victim receivers to calculate which 
frequencies are predicted to cause interference to licensed users in the 
neighbouring region. These frequencies can then be removed from a frequency 
search database. The network of radios (each with their unique address) then 
synchronously steps through the allowed frequencies awaiting signal reception from 
other radio users in their cluster. As soon as a radio establishes a link to an 
addressed radio, that particular frequency is then assigned to that radio link, and 
the information promulgated to the whole network (via an information bloc) as other 
radio links are established. Such a technique is similar to that used within the HF 
band within a military standard of STANAG 4385. A key disadvantage may the time 
taken to set up a network for large numbers of radios deployed increases. There 
may also be a need for a dedicated engineering link to transfer data if no frequency 
can be assigned to a particular radio.

Strategies can again be used to disseminate the spectrum register to the CRs (e.g. 
broadcast signals using a control channel).
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Figure 21. Scenario where CR radios generate an ad-hoc network.

H.2.4 Spectrum database techniques for co-existing or sharing spectrum

In the scenarios above, it has been assumed that the spectrum assigned to the CR 
radios is from unassigned PMR channels. CR could exploit frequencies assigned to 
other services such as maritime, amateur, astronomy. The key advantages and 
disadvantages outlined in Table 10 below.

Advantages Disadvantages

Bigger spectrum pool Spectrum 
efficiency

Data base quality and  management

No modifications to Contractual agreement between primary 
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contemporary users and secondary users

Minimised/ agreed interference 
level

Not dynamic on scales of seconds

Table 10. Key advantage and disadvantages of using other frequencies assigned to 
other services in the spectrum register available to the CR controller

For simplicity we first explore the issues using maritime services only. It should be 
noted that it is assumed that co-existence negotiation have already taken place 
between maritime and CR-PMR band managers and that appropriate flags have 
been set in the spectrum database in Table 9 (e.g. minimum distance for emissions 
(line 10d, Table 9). A key advantage of using the maritime frequencies is that it 
increases the spectrum pool available to the CR and hence increases the 
probability of successful deployment. If a database approach is again being used by 
the CRs controller in the trunked scenario, then the characteristics of the maritime 
services must be part of the spectrum register. The outline CR control process is 
that of Figure 20, but interference calculations must now also be performed to the 
systems deployed in the maritime band.

To increase the spectrum pool further, other services (e.g. astronomy, aeronautical) 
could be added to the spectrum register and Figure 20 used as the control 
technique.

The above could also be applied, in principal, to an ad-hoc network of CRs, in 
which the CR discovers each other’s frequencies through synchronous or 
asynchronous searches. For both deployments, a prediction model is required to 
estimate if interference is likely to be caused to other contemporary users. 

H.3 Control using Monitoring and Databases

A frequency monitoring system could be used in conjunction with a spectrum 
register to control the CR frequency assignments. The key advantages and 
disadvantages were outlined in Table 5 (page 52 of volume 1).

H.3.1 Trunked CR deployment

A trunked CR deployment, where the frequency monitoring station is located at the 
CR trunk node, is outlined in Figure 22. The purpose of the monitoring station is to 
supplement the CR node’s spectrum register with real-time spectrum information. 
The typical information needed from the monitoring station is outlined in Table 11. 
Item 4, the predicted system parameters, are needed to enable interference 
calculations to be performed if the system does not appear on the spectrum register 
and the monitoring data is to be relied on.

If we assume that “virtual” unlicensed PMR spectrum is to be exploited by the CR 
controller, then the spectrum monitoring station (configured to listen to PMR 
services in the 137 to 462 MHz band) reduces the accuracy requirements of the 
spectrum register and increases the agility of frequency control process. The 
database, however, remains critical to determining the interference impact to 
systems in neighbouring regions.
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Figure 22 : CR use spectrum monitoring receivers coupled to a data-base.

Item Spectrum monitoring data 
needed

1 Occupied frequency

2 Bandwidth occupied

3 Location of transmitter

4 Predicted system parameters

4a Transmit power

4b Antenna type

4c Coverage area

… …. …

Table 11: Typical output data required from the monitoring station
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Figure 23: CR use spectrum monitoring receivers coupled to a data-base.

The spectrum register could be continuously and frequently (e.g. every day, hour, 
minute) updated by assimilating spectrum data collected by the monitoring station. 
The advantage of coupling these two elements together is that only those 
frequencies not licensed are initially tested for occupancy. If a specific frequency 
within the database is in error, e.g. the frequency has been licensed and not yet 
recorded but it has been detected by the monitoring station, then that frequency can 
be excluded from CR assignments. (PMR licence conditions could state that 
unlicensed band will be a CR-PMR band until formally licensed, to encourage 
registration.) If the frequency is licensed during the period of the CR-PMR 
deployment, then this will also be automatically detected by the monitoring station 
and the frequency removed from the use list. The outline process is illustrated in 
Figure 23.

Data from the monitoring station, could also be used for interleaving transmissions 
between licensed users (willing to allow this) via a listen and allocate process. The 
primary advantage is the increased number of frequencies available in the 
frequency pool. The allocation process, however, may have to be highly dynamic 
(e.g. second by second basis) as the licensed users activity may not be predictable 
or regular. Assuming that there is no precursor event that can be used by the 
monitoring station to detect transmissions, politeness or warning handshakes could 
be integrated into PMR radios. This may require contemporary users to update 
radios. If, however, a reliable precursor event can be detected, no hardware 
updates to existing radios will be required.
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H.3.2 Deployment strategies for monitoring stations

Various deployment strategies can be employed to maintain the spectrum register 
using the monitoring stations. These are outlined in Figure 24.

In the first scenario (Figure 24A), a single local monitoring station is deployed at the 
central node with the CR-PMR system which is used to update the data at CRs. A 
benefit is cost, i.e. only one station is needed. A disadvantage is that it may not 
accurately represent the spectrum usage at other CR locations (e.g. due to terrain 
shielding). 
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Figure 24. Deployment strategies for monitoring receivers coupled to a data-base.

To overcome the above deficiency, a monitoring station could be located at each 
(Figure 24B) CR sites (assuming size and costs hurdles can be overcome) and the 
spectrum status transmitted back to the central node where all the data is 
assimilated and used to update the central spectrum register. The information could 
then be used to assign the frequencies to each CR. A disadvantage is the 
communications overhead that may be required to transmit the data to the central 
node using the engineering frequency.

An alternative to Scenario B is that the spectrum registers are pre-programmed into 
each deployed CR (prior to deployment) and each CR updates its own register 
using its own motoring station (Figure 24C). This may minimise the traffic to the 
node using the engineering link, but may increase the complexity of frequency 
selection as information to other CRs may increase.

A fourth option is that a network of monitoring stations is deployed, independently of 
the communication system (Figure 24D). This network continuously updates the 
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centrally held spectrum register data-base. The advantage is that the monitoring 
and communication system are decoupled and the cost is not part of the CR 
deployment (although a service charge may be levied by the monitoring data 
supplier). The disadvantage is that the monitoring stations may not be in the ideal 
regions and a hierarchical national monitoring system may be needed to maintain 
the national database.

A fifth option is that the spectrum database is fragmented and held regionally 
(Figure 24E). Spectrum monitoring stations are assigned to each region to update 
their local database, and each database is distributed to its neighbours. The 
advantage is that the database becomes more dynamic as a central service is not 
required, and a resource trading forum could be encouraged with regions having a 
financial interest in their spectrum register. A disadvantage is that the monitoring 
stations may not be located in the appropriate regions.

H.4 Spectrum sensing control techniques

In a spectrum sensing strategy, a monitoring device develops a spectrum view, 
which is then used by the CRs. It should be noted that in a spectrum sensing 
control strategy, the quality and type of data required is different to a monitoring 
station. In the latter, data is required to confirm or update the spectrum register. In a 
sensing strategy environment, a new spectrum register must be created using the 
spectrum sensing techniques. The advantage of the CR control via spectrum 
sensing is that the technique is highly dynamic (seconds, minutes). The main likely 
disadvantage is the quality or accuracy of the data needed to create the spectrum 
register such as  location (geolocation) of sources, system characteristics 
(antennas, receiver specification). Even though military electronic warfare 
techniques are available to develop a register, it is unclear as to what accuracy 
would be required for the spectrum sensing derived register to be usable.

If the discussions are initially restricted to a spectrum sensor collecting information 
in the 137 – 462 bands, and specifically to PMR frequencies, then the information 
that must be gathered using the spectrum sensor should ideally populate items 1-8 
of Table 9. If this can be achieved, then the CR control technique can determine the 
level of interference to potential contemporary users and assign the frequency 
appropriately. It is not clear how items 9 (operational times), 10 (willingness to 
share) and 11 (trading basis) can be populated just using a spectrum sensor 
environment. Item 9, however, could be addressed by collecting traffic analysis and 
deriving traffic trends. Alternatively, transmission precursor events could be 
detected, or contemporary users upgrade to transmit a beacon sharing information.

A challenge to the sensing control strategy will be how to resolve the hidden node
problem. Furthermore, if we expand the spectrum register to include other services, 
it is not clear how passive users can be located, without resorting to a spectrum 
database. Coupled to these issues, in a sensing control strategy there is little 
transparency or traceability of the spectrum (unless a spectrum log is maintained) 
used by the CR. This may be critical as the spectrum is seen as an economic 
resource.

A number of strategies can be pursued for deploying the spectrum sensors to 
create an accurate spectrum register. These are similar to those strategies 
illustrated in Figure 24. 

If a single sensor is deployed at the CR central node, then it may not accurately 
represent the spectrum usage at other CR locations (e.g. due to shielding, range 
from the victim transmitters). A sensor co-located with each CR and transmitting the 
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spectrum register data to a single node promises to provide the complete picture. 
However, the information overhead will require an engineering data link from all the 
CRs deployed. Sensor station deployed randomly in region may not provide an 
accurate spectrum picture at the CR location. 
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I Regulatory Impact

I.1 Spectrum Regulatory Landscape

In 2004 Ofcom published it’s Spectrum Framework Review (SFR) [60] which 
proposed Ofcom’s strategy for management of the UK’s spectrum. The SFR laid 
out Ofcom’s vision for spectrum management and states that spectrum should be 
free of technology and usage constraints as far as possible. The SFR recognises 
the importance of CR as potentially assisting Ofcom’s objective of optimal spectrum 
usage and makes many references to the technology. However Ofcom see “many 
technical and commercial problems with CR which might result in interference and 
so do not propose to make it licence exempt”. Nevertheless, Ofcom will allow 
licence holders to agree cognitive access with third parties if they wish to do so. 
Many respondents to the SFR are concerned about possible interference to existing 
services.

The SFR refers to the FCC’s proposal to allow unlicensed CRs in UHF broadcast 
spectrum, however Ofcom is sceptical that this would work in the UK due to much 
higher spectrum utilisation than in the US.

Since the SFR Ofcom has started an extensive programme of spectrum releases, 
which in all cases have been technology-neutral and awarded by auction in 
accordance with Ofcom’s trading and liberalisation strategy. Ofcom’s top priority in 
2006/7 is “spectrum release: auctions and liberalisation” [92]. 

A relevant example spectrum release is that of 872-876 MHz paired with 917-921 
MHz, for which the consultation was published in April 2006 [93]. This proposes 
certain minimum separations from other users in neighbouring bands to minimise 
interference. Because of these coordination requirements Ofcom proposes not to 
exempt the spectrum from licensing. However location-aware CRs would be able to 
comply with this requirement and might therefore enable Ofcom to release the 
spectrum on an LE basis. 

Paragraph 4.34 of the consultation document states “Ofcom has no plans to offer 
other licences [apart from the single licence being auctioned] for use of the [872-
876 MHz paired with 917-921 MHz] Spectrum Bands, or to permit separate licence 
exempt use of equipment in the Spectrum Bands”. However CR technology could 
potentially enable use of these bands without causing any interference to the 
licensee. We recommend therefore that for this and other awards Ofcom should in 
future state “Ofcom reserves the right to offer additional licences or to allow licence 
exempt use on a non-interference non-protection basis”, i.e. other users must not 
interfere with the primary user(s) and cannot claim protection from harmful 
interference caused by the primary user(s).  This would help to maximise the pool 
of spectrum available for CR whilst protecting the primary users from additional 
interference.

In April 2006 Ofcom published its consultation on Spectrum Usage Rights (SURs) 
[82]. This describes Ofcom’s plans to fully liberalise spectrum usage. Currently 
(Phase 1 of liberalisation) a licensee must request a license variation from Ofcom in 
order to change their spectrum usage. In Phase 2 (starting in 2006) Ofcom will 
liberalise whole classes of licences. In Phase 3 Ofcom propose that transmit rights 
will be defined by the amount of interference caused to geographical and spectrum 
neighbours, rather than by, for example, maximum EIRP per site. These SURs are 
defined by:
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• An aggregate power flux density (PFD) limit on geographical neighbours
• A PFD mask for out-of-band emissions
• A PFD limit on in-band emissions

Ofcom propose to start implementation of SURs in 2007-8, for national or regional 
licences initially. 

The consultation document describes Ofcom’s liberalisation policy as “to set 
technical restrictions that are the minimum necessary to provide adequate 
protection against harmful interference”. We might therefore conclude that a 
“perfect” CR (i.e. with zero risk of interference to other systems) could transmit at 
any frequency or power, subject to other constraints such as electromagnetic 
exposure limits. The wider implications of SURs for the use of CR technology are 
discussed in section I.4. 

Software defined radio (SDR) is a key enabling technology for CR. Ofcom has 
already commissioned two studies into SDR to assist in policy making and 
maximising benefits:

• An Evaluation of Software Defined Radio [1], by a QinetiQ led 
consortium

• Evaluation of Software Defined Radio Technology [2], by University of 
Surrey and Fujitsu

Both studies are relevant to the current study since SDR is a key enabling 
technology for CR. Study B in particular discusses the regulatory aspects of SDR. 
One of the principle issues is certification of equipment, since the flexibility of SDRs 
means that they must be tested over a wide range of operating parameters. More 
importantly SDR technology could allow reconfiguring post-manufacture e.g. via 
software from the network operator or the Internet (Figure 25). This raises issues 
about who is responsible for ensuring compliance of devices: the equipment 
manufacturer, the software provider or the user?

Figure 25 Updating software on SDR user equipment (reproduced from [1] with 
permission of Ofcom).
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Study B found that it is not straightforward to ensure that reconfigurable systems 
comply with regulations at all times and under all circumstances, especially if 
reconfiguration using 3rd party software is permitted, since the behaviour of an 
individual SDR may depend on the combination of software installed and even the 
configuration history. This is discussed further in section I.3.

I.2 Categorising CR for Regulation

CR systems can exist in different forms and to varying degrees, as discussed in 
Appendix A. Below, CRs are categorised in terms of their regulatory implications. 

Firstly systems can have self-organising CR characteristics (e.g. GSM) but operate 
solely within the relevant band (e.g. the operator’s GSM band). No regulatory 
changes are required in this case provided the user/operator is operating in 
accordance with their licence conditions. The equipment manufacturer must obtain 
certification by ensuring that the equipment is compliant in all modes of operation. 
This type of self-organisation is being used to improve network performance and 
has no implications for spectrum neighbours. On the other hand the spectrum 
available is relatively small (perhaps a few 10s of MHz for a single operator) so the 
benefits of CR within a licensee’s band are limited.

Secondly systems can operate in LE bands and change frequency to avoid 
collisions with other users (e.g. 802.11). Again no regulatory changes are required 
provided the system complies with the relevant interface requirements (IRs). This 
type of self-organisation is being used to minimise interference and has no 
implications for neighbours outside the LE bands. However the amount of spectrum 
available in a single LE band is limited and power is usually constrained, so CR 
techniques do not have a significant impact on the types of applications available to 
a user.

In summary, no regulatory changes are required if CR radio technology is compliant 
with the existing authorisation regime either through licensed or licence exempt
use.

Under existing spectrum trading rules, licensees can lease spectrum to a lessee, for 
example allowing the lessee to use the spectrum, via CR techniques, when/where it 
is not being used by the licensee. The licensee is responsible for ensuring that the 
lessee complies with the licence conditions. The licensee will need to apply for 
change of use if the usage proposed by the lessee is not consistent with the licence 
conditions. However Ofcom is currently rolling out liberalisation of licence classes 
and is likely to move to specifying spectrum usage rights, in which case individual 
change of use applications are not required. Nevertheless the requirement to 
negotiate spectrum lease conditions with each licensee may limit the spectrum pool 
available for this mode of CR. We shall refer to this mode of CR as Spectrum 
Leasing CR.

Regulatory issues arise when cognitive radio users wish to gain access to spectrum 
which is already licensed to others. This is where the substantial benefits of CR are 
expected to arise, as the user potentially has access to a huge amount of “unused” 
spectrum. There are two mechanisms by which this could be permitted, both of 
which would require changes to spectrum regulations:

• Secondary Licensed CR – These systems would operate under 
secondary licences granted by Ofcom, without the specific agreement of 
the primary licensee. Secondary licensing is a common method for 
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increasing spectrum utilisation: secondary users are allowed on a non-
interference non-protection basis, and are generally constrained to 
much lower powers than the primary user. For example radio 
microphones are secondary licensed in the spectrum used primarily by 
UHF TV broadcast. Current secondary licences identify a specific 
frequency, however secondary CR licenses would specify one or more 
spectrum bands together with licence conditions for each band 
(maximum transmit power, spectrum sensing sensitivity, etc.). This 
differs from the secondary licensing of fixed radios where the regulator 
minimises the risk of interference (with the primary user and other 
secondary users) through the assignment of specific frequencies. 

• LE CR – These systems would be allow access to the spectrum on 
licence-exempt basis and subject only to Interface Requirements (IRs) 
specifying the constraints on maximum power, etc. An example of 
system which could implement CR technology is the fixed wireless 
access system operating at 5.8GHz where Dynamic Frequency 
Selection (DFS) detection thresholds as described in the Ofcom’s IR 
2007 [69] is required to avoid interference to radars.

We envisage that the regulator would decide whether each band could be available 
for the implementation of CR on a licence exempt basis, or whether the regulator 
should issue secondary licenses, or not permit either of these, in which case 
spectrum leasing would be the only method of using CR in that band.

Note that in Secondary Licensed and LE CR modes Ofcom may want to change the 
available bands and their conditions after equipment has been deployed. This can 
be achieved by use of a downloadable electronic Policy Database, as described in 
the next section. This would also mitigate the impact of inappropriate usage 
conditions being defined as changes could be implemented by the regulator 
relatively easily. Nevertheless considerable work is required to establish suitable 
usage conditions.

To summarise, CR can be used currently without any changes to regulations, 
although subject to usage conditions, as follows:

• By a licensee within their own spectrum
• In LE spectrum where such use is specified in the Interface requirement
• Through leasing from licensees 

However the spectrum pool available in these cases is limited. In order to gain the 
full benefits of CR it is necessary to maximise the size of the pool, requiring 
Secondary Licensed and/or LE CR modes, as well as development of the 
necessary CR technology.

I.3 Certification of CR equipment

Certification of CR equipment, as with any type of transmitting equipment, requires 
compliance with safety and interference regulations. However this is a significantly 
greater challenge for CR than for fixed radio since CRs have a wide range of 
operating modes. 
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Software radio certification is covered in detail in previous SDR SES studies [1] and 
[2]. SDR emissions are dependent on the combination of the hardware platform and 
reconfiguration software. The software could in principle be updated post-
manufacture, either with the authorisation of the manufacturer (Vertical model) or 
via a third party software provider (Horizontal model). 

A CR device consists of a software radio module with the addition of spectrum and 
policy modules, although the latter two modules might be located in a CR network
hub rather than in all CR devices as discussed in the previous section. A CR is 
more complex than a standalone SDR, however the fact that the CR is controlled 
ultimately by a policy module means that this module would be the focus of 
regulation.

Much of the discussion in the SDR SES studies centred around responsibility for 
ensuring regulatory compliance if a SDR was reconfigured via software download 
post-manufacture, for example to take advantage of a new spectrum band. In the 
Horizontal model in particular it was not clear whether responsibility would lie with 
the manufacturer or the software provider. 

We suggest however that many of the SDR certification issues highlighted in these 
studies are mitigated in CRs because they use a Policy Database. In the CR there 
is no longer a requirement for users to download reconfiguration software from a 
third party, since the regulatory constraints are defined by the Policy Database 
which is provided by the regulator. There may nevertheless be a requirement for 
users to download information, such as new waveforms, which is independent of 
the Policy Database, however this can be provided by the manufacturer. 
Downloads which affect the performance of the CR are likely to require a re-
certification of the CR. 

We recommend that responsibility for regulatory compliance (i.e. compliance with 
the appropriate Policy Database) should be the responsibility of the CR 
manufacturer. The manufacturer may wish to allow users to download software 
from others, however the manufacturer would have a duty to ensure that the new 
software did not cause any non-compliance of the CR with regulations. We 
recommend also that it should be the regulator’s responsibility to make available a 
Policy Database in the internationally agreed format.

In Europe self-certification is performed by manufacturers according to the R&TTE 
Directive [94]. Class 1 equipment uses harmonised standards e.g. GSM, whereas 
Class 2 equipment does not so usage may be restricted in some member states. 
However equipment that only transmits under the control of a network can be 
classified as Class 1 equipment. This would apply therefore for a CR network in 
which the policy module was located in the network hub, as it is the policy module 
which controls transmissions of all CR devices. This was seen as a possible 
loophole in one of the previous SDR SES studies [1], as it might allow operation of 
an SDR in a way which was not compatible with local regulations. However in the 
case of CR we see no difficulty in using a Class 1 classification provided the Policy 
Database is controlled by the regulator.

As outlined in part 6.5.2 of Section 6, the IEEE have recently set up a Study Group 
for the Dependability and Evaluation of Regulatory Compliance for Radio Systems 
with Dynamic Spectrum Access as part of IEEE P1900. John Chapin, Chairman of 
this group, has kindly supplied the authors with the Study Group Charter which 
describes the project aims (known as project P1900A) and which is very relevant to 
the certification of CR equipment.
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The starting point for this work is two fundamental problems with assuring the 
compliance of CR systems. Firstly it is not possible to evaluate compliance with 
regulations in all possible modes of operation, particularly as the behaviour of a CR 
is dependent on the spectrum environment and even its history. This is in stark 
contrast to a fixed radio which has a small number of modes of operation which can 
be fully tested. Secondly the complexity of such systems is such that even if CRs 
have complete information (of spectrum usage and policies) they will not all comply 
with regulations at all times. Errors will inevitably occur due to manufacturing faults, 
software bugs, etc. The challenge for the manufacturer is to maximise dependability 
at a reasonable cost. 

The output from this Study will be a high level description of an effective regulatory 
compliance process to ensure high dependability at low cost, together with a 
roadmap for developing the required recommended practices and standards.

John Chapin has proposed two methods to minimise the interference caused by 
faulty CRs and discussed these with the authors. The first is a time-stamped log of 
all CR decisions made (analogous to the black box recorders inside aircraft) which 
could be retrieved in the event of interference complaints. This would also comply 
with the transparency and dispute resolution process highlighted in Section 6. The 
second is the concept of time-limited certification leases. The CR would shut down 
at the end of the lease period unless the lease was renewed. Systems would 
require a higher level of validation to obtain longer or permanent leases from the 
regulator. 

One of the SDR SES studies [2] recommended mechanisms that allow the remote 
removal from service of individual SDR devices or device types. A similar approach 
would enable the regulator to shut down an individual CR or all CRs of a particular 
type at short notice if a fault is identified. This would require cooperation from 
manufacturers, however the regulator might lower the required validation level for 
systems which could be disabled in this way. 

A number of organisations and studies have recommended that spectrum is 
assigned for the testing of CR and related technologies as described below.

Firstly the same SDR SES study recommended that Ofcom should set aside a test 
band for SDR technology for a trial period and assess the spectrum efficiency gains 
achieved. 

Secondly the recent Independent Audit of Spectrum Holdings [78] recommended 
that CAA and MoD should make spectrum available for sharing trials in the radar
band (2.7 – 3.4 GHz) on a spatial or time basis. The Public Sector Safety Test 
Group (PSSTG) is now looking at technologies which might share the radar bands, 
and which could include CR.

Thirdly, the FCC have published a consultation document seeking views on the 
creation of a spectrum sharing innovation test-bed. Testing of dynamic spectrum 
access techniques is the first possible goal mentioned in the consultation 
document. The bandwidth available is likely to be at least 2 x 10 MHz. Responses 
to this consultation are not available at the time of writing but will be published by 
FCC. 

Finally in January 2006 the for Telecommunications Value-chain Research (CTVR) 
in Dublin announced [95] that it had secured 2 x 25 MHz of spectrum (at 2.08 and 
2.35 GHz) from the Irish regulator ComReg for “the world’s first software-radio test 
licence” as part of a programme to investigate the commercial potential of dynamic 
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spectrum allocation. These two frequencies are allocated to programme making 
and special events (e.g. wireless cameras) and for amateur radio respectively in the 
UK. CTVR hopes for international participation in the programme and is likely to 
present provisional results at Dyspan 2007 in Dublin [96]. 

Development of CR will be greatly assisted by testing in real environments. We 
recommend therefore that Ofcom, in collaboration with other UK researcher teams, 
should seek to participate in the Irish CR test bed programme with research that 
compliments other work there. Ofcom should also consider making parts of the Irish
test bands available in the UK if this would support the research. Furthermore 
Ofcom should review the responses to the FCC test bed consultation and FCC’s 
subsequent proposals, and consider how best to actively participate in the FCC 
programme which emerges. In addition Ofcom should seek to make spectrum 
available in the UK for CR testing and encourage research proposals for a suitable 
programme. This spectrum could be aligned with the Irish test band, or with the
FCC test band when this is known, or could perhaps be within the radar band 
managed by PSSTG.

I.4 Implications of spectrum trading and liberalisation

Spectrum trading is not an essential prerequisite for CR. As outlined in section I.2
CR could be used or example to choose the most appropriate piece of LE 
spectrum. Without spectrum trading the spectrum pool would consist of LE 
spectrum, together with spectrum which is available for LE mode CR or secondary 
licensed mode CR. Spectrum trading is required to enable the licensee to lease 
spectrum to CR users (Spectrum Leasing mode.

Similarly liberalisation is not essential for CR since the CR could comply with 
relevant application and technology constraints when transmitting on a particular 
frequency, however these constraints would seriously restrict what a particular 
spectrum hole could be used for and so would effectively restrict the spectrum pool.

Ofcom proposes to fully liberalisation through the adoption of Spectrum Usage
Rights (SURs, see also section I.1), which have a number of implications for CR.

Firstly power flux density (PFD) limits on out-of-band and in-band emissions would 
be relatively simple to define in the Policy Database. However the calculation by a 
CR of whether a given set of transmission parameters is compliant with these limits 
is not straightforward. Compliance with SURs is therefore more difficult for the CR 
to assess than if limits were expressed merely in terms of maximum EIRPs.

Secondly limits on geographical interference are defined in terms of the aggregate 
PFD at a boundary, so calculation of compliance would require knowledge of all 
other transmissions within the boundary together with terrain data and propagation 
models. This would be a major difficulty for a CR.

We recommend therefore that CR limits (for Secondary Licensed mode or LE mode 
CR) are defined in terms of transmission parameters such as maximum radiated 
powers, rather than using SURs. We note that Ofcom do not intend to apply SURs 
initially to local licenses, and we expect that LE limits will continue to be expressed 
in terms of transmission parameters. For Spectrum Leasing mode CR the licensee 
would be responsible for compliance with SUR limits and would need to ensure that 
the combined interference caused by their systems and the lessees’ CRs did not 
exceed these limits. 
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I.5 International aspects

CR systems must conform to international agreements and regulation.  Indeed, 
there is an expectation that they will comply by virtue of their intelligent nature.  This 
nature includes an awareness of the environment in which they are operating 
including the spectral environment as may be defined by:

• any policy database to which it has access
• detection of any compatible network nodes with which it can 

communicate.

If this spectral environment does not conform with the expected operating 
environment then the CR should behave accordingly i.e. disable its transmission 
until it detects its correct environment.

For a CR which is location aware (or GPS-enabled) the CR should disable its 
transmission outside of authorised territories.

CR policies need to be border aware, and avoid generating interference in bands 
subject to cross-border agreements.  Location-aware CRs should be more 
sophisticated here and policies should define the different usage in different border 
areas.

Where international interference is detected, CRs need to take account of any 
reciprocal interference from the CR itself and act to eliminate it.  In the absence of 
any sophisticated algorithms CRs should simply not transmit to avoid reciprocal 
interference.

Cross-border interference agreements are usually based upon base station / 
terminal cross-border interference calculations.  This takes into account base 
station and terminal parameters and the actual or predicted geographical 
distribution of devices.  The analysis is usually thorough and well reviewed.  An 
unknown distribution of CRs on a border could invalidate these calculations and 
cause individual or aggregate interference levels to exceed international 
agreements.  As above, if the CR algorithms are not sophisticated enough to 
determine with a high level of confidence that cross-border interference is avoided, 
then they should disable their transmissions.

There is a joint responsibility for compliance with ITU regulations and 
recommendations between the equipment vendor, the operator and the user: 

• Vendor - equipment must comply with international directives covering 
radio equipment.  Furthermore, all control software (and CR policies) 
shall be updatable and have a "sell-by" date after which the CR will not 
transmit.  The duration would be determined by international 
agreement.

• Operator - must ensure that CR policies are maintained to reflect the 
latest ITU regulations, and than all devices have access to, or have 
loaded the latest policy.  The operator shall be responsible for 
maintaining the policy and making it available to devices.  Operators 
shall ensure that any control software and policies do not exceed the 
“sell-by” date described above, and provide means for users to install 
timely updates.
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• User - must ensure that the device is used in accordance with its 
intended use and the regulations, and that software and policies are 
updated according to the required schedule.

CR policies in different countries would be defined by each country’s regulator 
rather than by the ITU. An individual country may for example decide to prohibit LE 
CR usage, and could implement this decision by creating a null Policy Database 
with no entries in the list of bands available for LE CR.

Ultimately, international adoption of CR systems is anticipated.  This offers a 
number of benefits including wider use of CR technology which provide economies 
of scale and encourage standardisation, and better international coordination will 
give rise to fewer interference incidents.

There are also a number of drawbacks to the international adoption of CR which will 
need to be managed:

• International agreement could delay adoption of the technology
• CR policies will need to be international making maintenance of CR 

policies more challenging from a logistical point of view
• Devices will need to become more location aware to cope with different 

international policies

Regulations for the usage of CR systems in other countries is still at an early stage, 
so precedent in this area is not well established.  The leader in CR regulation would 
seem to be the US, which has made the following provisions:

• Rules [97] covering the authorisation and use of Software Defined 
Radio in 2001

• Rules [98] specifically covering Cognitive Radio in 2005

The FCC 2005 rules relax the somewhat stringent requirements of 2001. Firstly 
FCC has eliminated the requirement for applicants and grantees of certification of 
software defined radios to supply a copy of the software that controls the RF 
operating parameters of the radio upon request. Secondly applicants for 
certification of software defined radios are no longer required to supply a high level 
operational description of the software that controls the radio frequency operating 
parameters. FCC requires that radios in which the software that controls the RF 
operating parameters is designed or expected to be modified by a party other than 
the manufacturer incorporates a means to prevent unauthorized software changes, 
and that such radios to be certified as software defined radios.

In summary therefore, international agreements are recommended to derive the 
fullest benefit from CR. 

Firstly, future border agreements should acknowledge the existence and use of CR 
systems.  A Spectrum Usage Rights (SUR) systems based upon power flux density 
limits at borders would be the most workable.  SUR is an Ofcom initiative which it is 
hoped will be adopted internationally, and CR could be an important driver for this.

Secondly, a system for determining international CR licensing and policies needs to 
be devised to allow devices to be used across borders.  Policy databases need to 
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be in a standard format and accessible in a standard way so that CRs work from 
country to country.  The DARPA XG programme is a good place to start on 
standardisation of interfaces and has already presented their work to the SDR
Forum and challenged them to refine it into an interface standard.

Finally, in the event of an international incompatibility between CR and CR, or CR 
and non-CR systems, the establishment of an international standardisation and 
arbitration organisation is recommended to police the adoption and use of CR 
systems internationally, and to resolve any disputes.
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J Regulatory aspects for specific CR 
applications
Section 4 discussed CR applications and highlighted four as being particularly 
suitable for CR technology:

• Mobile video services – messaging. During the study this application 
was redefined slightly to include audio downloads which are growing 
rapidly. The application name has therefore been changed to mobile 
multimedia download

• Emergency radio system
• Broadband wireless networking
• Wireless networking – multimedia. The application name has been 

changed to wireless multimedia distribution as this is considered to be a 
better description

The regulatory aspects of these applications are discussed in more detail in this 
Appendix.

J.1 Mobile multimedia download

In this scenario CR is used to provide downloads of music, video clips, etc. to 
mobile devices, using spectrum assigned to a legacy user such as a DVB-T 
broadcaster. The expectation is that uplink traffic would be minimal. 

In the example shown in Figure 26, domestic DVB-T users co-exists with two 
secondary service providers. The DVB-T transmission is assumed to be wide area, 
whilst secondary users are localised. 

Figure 26: Mobile multimedia download service sharing spectrum with DVB-T 
services.
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We assume that users would require ubiquitous coverage and a high QoS, and a 
significant investment is required by the CR operator, so Spectrum Leasing mode 
CR is the most likely. It is therefore the licensee’s responsibility to ensure that the 
licence conditions are complied with. This scenario does not require any changes to 
regulations, assuming that the current UHF TV band is liberalised as part of digital 
switch over.

If the spectrum used by the CR system is leased then the licensee could provide 
details on usage of their spectrum to the CR operator, to minimise the risk of 
interference with the licensee.

The Policy Module engine could be located in the CR operator’s network. 

J.2 Emergency radio system

In this scenario, CR is used to provide audio and video communications for the 
emergency services, such as the fire service, using spectrum assigned to a legacy 
user such as an operator of a WiMax system. A similar application is used in 
Section 5. The audio would be bi-directional. Video would normally be uplink, 
although there may be a requirement to relay video from one fireman to others. 
Communications might use mesh technology e.g. to get from a fireman in a 
basement to a fire engine. The scenario is illustrated in Figure 27. 

Figure 27: Emergency services sharing spectrum with Wimax services.
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In this scenario we assume that the fire service would have a secondary licence to 
use CR, but might also have agreements to lease spectrum from a local Wimax 
operator. 

Spectrum monitoring could take place at the fire engine, where the Policy Module 
could also be located. There may be less need to monitor the spectrum at each 
remote unit because of the short ranges involved. Additional information from 
spectrum monitoring stations would help the CR system to avoid primary users, 
particularly if the fire engine’s location gave it a poor view of the spectrum 
environment.

J.3 Wireless broadband networking

In this example spectrum is shared between a legacy user such as a DVB-T 
operator, and providers of CR wireless broadband network services, used for e.g. 
internet access. Traffic would therefore be predominantly downlink, but with a 
significant volume of uplink traffic also.

In the example shown in Figure 28, a single legacy user co-exists with two 
secondary service providers. The legacy transmission is assumed to be wide area, 
whilst users are localised around hot zones, connecting to CR access points (APs) 
at street level or indoors. In this example spectrum monitoring is assumed to be 
carried out at by the CR APs. These may have a poor view of spectrum usage, 
particularly if located indoors, so data from spectrum monitoring stations would 
assist the identification of spectrum holes. The CR users would normally use LE 
spectrum (e.g. at 2.4 GHz) but could borrow spectrum from legacy users when 
additional bandwidth was required and available. 

We assume that the CR APs would be relatively cheap devices transmitting over 
short ranges and would be licence-exempt.

The CR network could retrieve the policy database from the internet using 
appropriate security measures to ensure the database was genuine.

Figure 28: Wireless broadband services sharing spectrum with legacy user
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A similar scenario was explored in detail in Ofcom’s SES project on Spectrum 
Sharing [99], in which it was suggested that 3G spectrum could be shared with 
wireless LAN (WLAN) users. However this scenario required the cooperation of the 
3G operators to ensure that no interference was caused.

J.4 Wireless multimedia networking

In this scenario spectrum is shared between a legacy user, e.g. a DVB-T 
broadcaster, and very localised CR transmissions for the provision of broadband 
services within a building, for example a home. Traffic in a home would mostly be 
audio and video distribution. 

In the example shown in Figure 29, residential CR systems co-exists with a DVB-T 
network. The CR hub is a low cost unit with an inbuilt antenna for monitoring 
spectrum usage by CR systems in neighbouring homes. Spectrum monitoring could 
also be performed using the external rooftop antenna which is connected to the 
hub, and through which DVB-T content is acquired. Data from spectrum monitoring
stations is probably of little benefit in this scenario as DVB-T usage changes little 
with time. However a database of DVB-T transmitters (downloaded regularly over 
the air or via the internet) would be very useful.

Figure 29: Wireless multimedia networking sharing spectrum with legacy user

The hub distributes DVB-T and other content to other devices around the home 
such as remote TV screens and audio speakers. These will warn the hub if their bit 
error rate becomes too high, in which case the hub will try to identify a new channel.

In order that both legacy users and secondary users can coexist, the policy 
database needs to be available across the internet and will require regular updates. 
If these are not received, then the hub should deactivate after a pre-determined 
time.  The CR hub is likely to be purchased from electrical retailers and is likely to 
be license exempt.


